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2014 NHL DRAFT: TOP 30 PROSPECT FILES
1. Michael Dal Colle, LW, Oshawa Generals, OHL 
2. Sam Reinhart, C, Kootenay Ice, WHL 
3. William Nylander, C, MODO, SHL 
4. Sam Bennett, C, Kingston Frontenacs, OHL 
5. Aaron Ekblad, RD, Barrie Colts, OHL 
6. Nikolaj Ehlers, RW, Halifax Mooseheads, QMJHL 
7. Leon Draisaitl, C, Prince Albert Raiders, WHL 
8. Sonny Milano, LW, USA NTDP, USHL 
9.  Jake Virtanen, RW, Calgary Hitmen, WHL 
10.  Robby Fabbri, C, Guelph Storm, OHL 
11.  Nick Ritchie, LW, Peterborough Petes, OHL 
12.  Haydn Fleury, LD, Red Deer Rebels, WHL 
13.  Ivan Barbashev, C, Moncton Wildcats, QMJHL  
14.  Kevin Fiala, C, HV71, SHL 
15.  Dylan Larkin, C, USA NTDP, USHL 
16.  Nikita Scherbak, RW, Saskatoon Blades, WHL 
17.  Adrian Kempe, LW, MODO, SHL 
18.  Nikolay Goldobin, LW, Sarnia Sting, OHL 
19.  Jakub Vrana, RW, Linkoping, SHL 
20.  Jack Dougherty, LD, USA NTDP, USHL 
21.  Vladislav Kamenev, C, Metallurg Magnitogorsk, KHL 
22.  Kasperi Kapanen, RW, KalPa, LIIGA 
23.  Conner Bleackley, C, Red Deer Rebels, WHL 
24.  Josh Ho-Sang, RW, Windsor Spitfires, OHL 
25.  Travis Sanheim, LD, Calgary Hitmen, WHL 
26.  Brayden Point, C, Moose Jaw Warriors, WHL 
27.  Jared McCann, C, Sault Ste. Marie Greyhounds, OHL 
28.  Ryan Donato, C, Dexter School, USHS 
29.  David Pastrnak, RW, Sodertalje, ALLSVENSKAN 
30.  Julius Honka, RD, Swift Current Broncos, WHL 

 
 
 
DraftBuzz has crowned Michael Dal Colle the number 1 overall 
player in this year’s draft ranking citing ‘MDC’ as the most polished 
offensive talent available in 2014 NHL Entry Draft. Edging out 
golden children Reinhart and Ekblad, Dal Colle has had a 
comparable resume and has zero questions surrounding his ability 
to be a top line player. As a near #1 himself, Reinhart has a very safe 
upside fitting in at levels far beyond his age. He just doesn’t have 
the same puck swagger as MDC – pure skill defines these picks. 
Which is why you see Nylander third, who has a bit more softness to 
his game with the puck than Bennett at 4th, who gets by on choppy 
brawn. DraftBuzz considered dropping Ekblad even more, but 
realize he does have pedigree and built a good CHL career for 
himself to nail #5. The speedy Ehlers is electric, and could quite 
well turn out to be one of the best players, but we think 6th is 
reasonable based on the talent ahead. Draisaitl falls to 7th due to 
skating flaw. Milano is very underrated and could have competed 
with that top tier had he played in a different league. Virtanen 
improved while injured. Fabbri rises with a great playoff to cap off a 
tremendous year. Size is not a concern for us. Ritchie, the enigma, 
slots in at 11th with raw tools, and inconsistency. Fleury could 
skyrocket or plateau. DraftBuzz is bearish, real disappointed, 
actually, in Kapanen and McCann. Larkin, Barbashev, Dougherty, 
and Bleackley are playoff material. Scherbak could soar or crash and 
burn. Kamenev rises with NA interest. We truly don’t know the 
magnitude of Kempe’s upside as a young ‘96. Goldobin and Fiala 
are reliable and consistent. Sanheim, Point, and Donato are real 
darkhorses. Ho-Sang has been doing what Pastrnak does for longer. 
Honka’s IQ is off the charts sneaking him in last. 



 

DRAFTBUZZ #1  

MICHAEL DAL COLLE  LW, 6’2’’ 171 lbs, Oshawa Generals, OHL             
Biggest Strength: Picks corners as well as he dekes 
Biggest Weakness: Comes off aloof when not around puck 
 

 “Michael Dal Colle took the step in his second year and became a consistent, nightly 
threat for the Generals. Even with top players like Laughton/Cassels on the team, 
you expected the offense to run through Dal Colle whenever he was on the ice and he 
delivered. An electrifying forward when he's in the right gear. You notice his sticky 
hands and remarkable puck control as he can beat defenders with hand strength and 
slipperiness. One of those guys who will do anything to score and has the talent to 
finish some pretty plays. Varied shot selection. Has the quick creativity to brainstorm 
how to beat the opposition. Crisp and very smart passer who sees the game at a high 
level. Not the most agile nor greatest accelerator. Straight-line speed is pretty good. 
While not an elite skater uses great body control to juke his way around defenders. 
Not the most defensive forward, but doesn't neglect his own zone. Can appear to have 
questionable compete level. Would bank on this guy to ratchet rinkwide effectiveness 
up with a sense of being close to making the NHL. Has potential to be the best player 
from this draft with pure skill out of the wazoo and ability to troubleshoot obstacles 
offensively.” 

  

 TYPE GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS  +/- 
Regular Season 67 39 56 95 34 8 

Postseason 12 8 12 20 0 0 
Ivan Hlinka U18 5 2 2 4 4 -1 
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DRAFTBUZZ #2  

SAM REINHART C, 6’1’’ 183 lbs, Kootenay Ice, WHL            
Biggest Strength: Superhuman ability to process and react 
Biggest Weakness: Expert at making hockey a non-contact sport  
 

“Sam Reinhart came into the season leading as number 1 and did not let up the 
entire year. He played SSS, WJC, and playoff hockey showing his reliability even as a 
younger player for Hockey Canada. A concentrated forward possesses top of the class 
IQ. The most efficient and quick decision maker of forward crop. Owns the quick 
stick to match how fast he processes the game. Elevates the play of his line mates 
with savvy plays all over the rink. Very comfortable allowing the play to unfold 
and positioning himself for opportunity. Not the type to manhandle the puck. An 
elite, thoughtful passer and quick shooter. Skating is not a visible strength. A 
commanding supporting presence as he follows the play with great anticipation and 
breaks up many plays as a result. Almost too calm and nonchalant. Zero edge. Does 
not boast the puck possession ability of an elite NHL'er. A player who just gets the 
job done at a high level. Even though he instills confidence as one of the more safe 
picks in the 2014 NHL Entry Draft, there are concerns of offensive translation at the 
NHL level.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TYPE GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 
Regular Season 60 36 69 105 11 24 

Postseason 13 6 17 23 2 4 
WJC U20  7 2 3 5 0 3 
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DRAFTBUZZ #3 

WILLIAM NYLANDER  C, 5’11’’ 181 lbs, MODO, SHL            
Biggest Strength: Puck possessing leader dictates offensive energy 
Biggest Weakness: Detractors put size targets on his back  
 

“William Nylander is Michael Nylander’s son who at 17 has already traveled from 
Calgary to Maryland to Chicago and now Sweden to seize the best junior hockey path 
possible. Nylander confronted yearlong concerns at the U18 tournament where he was 
the goal-scoring leader. An unremitting pace changer and game breaker. Combines a 
well-rounded skating profile with jock dropping straight-line speed, and ankle 
twisting agility. Has a soft handle on the puck as he dangles his way around the rink. 
Likes to be the decision maker on offense as it runs through him. Contrary to reports, 
surprisingly not that easy to knock off the puck. Willing to stick through tough areas 
of the ice to get the puck where he wants to. Shot is just as good as his playmaking 
ability. Has an accurate release that he lets go as soon as he slips away from the D. Not 
terribly big and isn’t defensively oriented. Tends to have one poor play/GP where he 
runs into stress and makes an ill-advised pass. One of those rare players with a high 
threshold for impacting the game is justified being ranked over some more familiar 
NA’s.” 

. 
 

 TYPE GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 
Regular Season 22 1 6 7 6 -3 

Postseason 4 4 2 6 4 1 
WJC U18 7 6 10 16 0 8 
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 DRAFTBUZZ #4

SAM BENNETT            C, 6’0’’ 181 lbs, Kingston Frontenacs, OHL 
Biggest Strength: Tilts the ice with disruptive style 
Biggest Weakness: High PIM’s lessen overall impact  
 

“Sam Bennett flexes an exciting portfolio of a little bit of everything as a centerman. 
Even in the midst of an epic team collapse, Sam played through an injury and did 
all he could to carry KGN on his back in the first round of the OHL playoffs. Still 
healing up after a late season injury, Bennett unfortunately missed the opportunity 
to lead HC and dominate the U18 April tournament. Shows an uncanny ability and 
will to carry his team at all costs. Can split defenses with top-notch acceleration and 
speed and finish plays with quick shots. Likes playing with an edge. Open to 
throwing huge hits. Will truck over anyone who steps up to him as he's carrying the 
puck. Creates chaos at times with his frenetic offensive bursts that allows teammates 
to capitalize. Always around the puck and if he isn't, he has unmatched tenacity to 
get to it. Plays all situations. Could be a bit more natural with the puck at times. 
Lands at 4th overall as parts of his game could use some refinement, but all the 
pieces are there for an elite player who can be relied on in all situations.” 

 

 TYPE GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 
Regular Season 57 36 55 91 118 34 

Postseason 7 5 4 9 18 2 
Ivan Hlinka U18 5 3 1 4 6 3 
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 DRAFTBUZZ #5  

AARON EKBLAD             D, 6’4’’ 217 lbs, Barrie Colts, OHL 
Biggest Strength: Owns offensive zone 
Biggest Weakness: Stumbles over oncoming heat from rushes 
 

“If there is anyone equipped to deal with the pressure of expectation, it’s the 15 year 
old granted exceptional status who has already played SSS and WJC U20. A 
phenomenal offensive defenseman. Has a tremendous impact on the game on PP. 
Dominant with the puck on the point. Able to make pressure filled passes with ease 
and just as easily let his wrist/slap shot go. A typical roving defenseman. Delivers tape 
to tape passes in the transition game providing his teammates gift wrapped outlets. 
The rest of Ekblad’s game is lacking. Gets away with poor defensive IQ. Routinely 
unable to handle fast developing plays. Acceleration and athleticism are 
underwhelming, affecting his reaction to quick puck movement. Atrocious with 
forwards bearing down on him, and needs to turn around and skate forward with them 
to keep up. Even as wonder kid captain he has no command over the defensive system 
employed by Barrie. Can be seen miscommunicating with his teammates often. Not 
terribly physical, bounces off of some embarrassing checks. Receives a fair ranking for 
a near power play specialist who finds himself on the ice for way too many goals 
against.” 

  

 TYPE GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 
Regular Season 58 23 30 53 91 7 

Postseason 9 2 4 6 14 -4 
WJC U20 7 1 1 2 2 0 
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 DRAFTBUZZ #6  

NIKOLAJ EHLERS          RW, 5’11’’ 163 lbs, Halifax Mooseheads, QMJHL 
Biggest Strength: Speed paralyzes opposition giving him space  
Biggest Weakness: He’s Danish 
 

“Nikolaj Ehlers has had one of the steepest trajectories out of any draft eligible other 
than Travis Sanheim and Kevin Fiala. He is firmly ranked in the top ten of many 
agencies, and just capped off a phenomenal playoff as a Q rookie. An electric forward 
is the draft’s premier skater. Has it all in terms of straight-line speed, acceleration, 
and agility – all maxed out with the puck on his stick. Puts defenses on alert the 
second he steps on the ice gaining space for teammates. Has an above average, 
accurate shot he was able to use a lot this past season. Not the most flamboyant 
stickhandler, but is very fluid and can make sneaky, skilled moves with the puck in 
traffic. Works hard even when he doesn’t have the puck and dives right into the thick 
of things along the boards. Shows great resolve after taking big hits and even gets 
fired up. Defensive play is okay but underwhelming when pit against a speedy guy 
like Bennett. Downside is light weight. A true competitor who rises up and lets his 
team lean on him is potentially ranked too low as a speedster who can score.” 

 

 
TYPE GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 

Regular Season 63 49 55 104 51 65 
Postseason 16 11 17 28 18 3 

WJC U20 – 1A 5 2 4 6 4 6 
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DRAFTBUZZ #7 

LEON DRAISAITL          C, 6’1’’ 209 lbs, Prince Albert Raiders, WHL 
Biggest Strength: Project PF with refined playmaking sense 
Biggest Weakness: Likes to be in gear ‘standing still’ too often 
  

“Leon Draisaitl embraced being the face of the Prince Albert Raiders of the WHL this 
season, having a direct link to 105/243 GF. He fueled the Raider’s playoff push scoring 
45PTS in the last 21GP and saw himself relied upon heavily for Team Germany at the 
WJC U20. Attention grabbing hands and creativity in a monstrous package. Loves to 
cruise the right wing wall in the transition game. Owns the offensive zone and is a 
gamer who can make high skill plays. Skating is a blemish overall but only is affected 
with fatigue. Pickup is slow and trying. Able to move his heavy body swiftly one-on-
one. Will use size to protect the puck and had some pretty plays combining dangles 
with brute strength hauling guys to the net on his back. Will not hesitate to lower his 
shoulder to win a puck battle and gain possession but is not physical. A playmaker in 
the truest sense. Needs to heighten focus and assert himself more in the defensive 
zone. Showed signs of inconsistency with a poor stretch during winter. If he isn't 
creating, he isn't noticeable. Though an impressive centerman flaws mean the 
difference and limit him from being ranked higher.“ 

 

TYPE GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 

Regular Season 64 38 67 105 24 7 
Postseason 5 1 4 5 4 2 
WJC U20 6 2 4 6 52 -1 
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DRAFTBUZZ #8 

SONNY MILANO            LW, 5’11’’ 185 lbs, USA U18, USNTDP 
Biggest Strength: Elite agility and stickhandling 
Biggest Weakness: Anxiously skates past defensive plays  
 

“Sonny Milano has done a phenomenal job of standing out in Jack Eichel’s shadow 
by proving to be able to shoulder the play throughout the course of the year. Milano 
was a confident focal point for USNTDP and DraftBuzz thinks he has what it takes to 
fulfill Gaudreau’s skates at BC. A striking forward with skill to impact the game. 
Thrives with the puck on his stick. Has rare ability to make you miss one-on-one or 
tire opponents out through never-ending cycling clinics. Shows intelligence to focus 
on skill game in international tourneys. Finishes his checks hard in NA game. Insane 
stickhandling buys space for him to display exceptional vision. On the mark with no 
look, spin around passes. Is a threat in open ice at all times due to skating ability. A 
great breakout option for his D. Needs to show more focus at his point and finish 
plays out instead of tending to skate past for offensive rush. An exciting player who 
can stickhandle, pass, and shoot with the top of this draft class and is a dark horse to 
become an exciting NHL star.”  

 

TYPE GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 
USHL 25 14 25 39 21 21 
USDP 58 29 57 86 23 N/A 

WJC U18  7 3 7 10 4 6 
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DRAFTBUZZ #9 

JAKE VIRTANEN         RW, 6’1’’ 212 lbs, Calgary Hitmen, WHL 
Biggest Strength: Blazer with booming shot and bodywork 
Biggest Weakness: Lack of variety in the offensive zone 
 

“Jake Virtanen was one of the most anticipated prospects going into this year’s draft 
because of his downright scary strength in tools. Even though he didn’t really get going 
until the New Year, with only 30PTS in his first 36GP, he ended the year as a 45G 
scorer. Big, breathtaking skater is a daunting sight for defenders when revved up. Has a 
ridiculously heavy shot that he can place. Likes to challenge D wide and drive to the 
net. Doesn’t power guys over much simply because he can beat them but when he does 
he hurts them. Finishes his checks hard and all over the ice. A superb scorer takes 
chances on surprising angles and finds difficult holes routinely. Very straight forward 
stickhandler though overpowering hand strength allows him to keep a handle longer 
than most. Threat on the PK for obvious reasons. Uses his speed to get back and help 
defend. A high tempo winger doesn’t know how to down shift. A decent passer when 
he’s not trying to do it all alone. Played half the season with a shoulder hanging by a 
thread and improved. Offering a drool-worthy package of skill and brawn, he could 
have been ranked higher if he didn’t have concerns about his offensive hockey sense.”    
 

 
TYPE GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 

Regular Season 71 45 26 71 100 23 
Postseason 6 1 3 4 4 -2 
WJC U18  7 3 3 6 10 2 
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DRAFTBUZZ #10 

ROBBY FABBRI            C, 5’10’’ 171 lbs, Guelph Storm, OHL    
Biggest Strength: Impacts entire ice with instincts 
Biggest Weakness: Durability concerns w/ target on small back  
 

“As one of the draft’s most underrated players, Robby Fabbri kept himself off the 
radar with an unfortunate 10 game suspension back in November. With a goal a game 
in December, Fabbri responded very well once he came back and rose all season. 
Arguably the best OHL playoff forward merges the skill and kill game effectively. 
Exceptional vision and ability to make the tough pass that few see and can. Fires it off 
a spin, on the backhand, no look. Just as good of a shooter with intuition to find 
golden pockets near the net. Good on the draw and wins a hell of a lot of battles in the 
corners for his size. No fear anywhere or in any situation. Does his job all over the ice 
and has no problem hitting. Shows good anticipation of plays and active stick to 
thwart plays. Goes deep in his own zone and can churn the play up ice within a blink 
of an eye. Steady flow. Could be faster and quicker. Concerns of size and physical 
attraction as opponents target him high and hard frequently. Quite possibly the 
draft’s most complete player will surprise with draft selection and career.”  

 
 

 
TYPE GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 

Regular Season 58 45 42 87 55 45 
Postseason 16 13 15 28 12 16 

Ivan Hlinka U18 5 0 1 1 4 -2 
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DRAFTBUZZ #11 

NICK RITCHIE           LW, 6’3’’ 236 lbs, Peterborough Petes, OHL  
Biggest Strength: Linebacker on skates is a pretty fast marksman  
Biggest Weakness: Once in a while a mental screw pops loose 
 

“Just like Virtanen, Nick Ritchie did a good job maintaining his draft stock with a 
good second half as he threw PBO on his back and carried them into the second 
round of the OHL playoffs.  The quintessential, dream power forward not even worth 
comparing. Huge on ice presence is sturdy as a military tank with a wild streak to 
terrorize. His skating and hands are rare in a player his size. Has nimble feet as he's 
agile and impressive straight line speed. Rough pick up can seem heavy footed 
watching him accelerate. Has the innate ability to pull defenders to him, create space 
with opponents draped on him, and find a teammate for a scoring chance. Only 
problem is that it didn’t happen often enough. Engages in physical play and hits 
often. Can take some really dumb penalties unfortunately showcasing a low hockey 
IQ. Wears an A but doesn't carry himself like you would expect from a letter bearer. 
A rare, tantalizing package was too underwhelming over the course of the year. As a 
highly coveted power forward, he needs to smarten up, round out his game, and take 
over games more consistently next year.” 

 
 

 

 

TYPE GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 

Regular Season 61 39 35 74 136 4 
Postseason 11 5 5 10 23 -5 

’12 Ivan Hlinka U18 5 1 1 2 31 2 
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DRAFTBUZZ #12 

HAYDN FLEURY         LD, 6’2’’ 174 lbs, Red Deer Rebels, WHL  
Biggest Strength: Ice water in his veins  
Biggest Weakness: May lack killer instinct offensively  
 

“After showing limitless potential to start the year, Haydn Fleury turned in a 
respectable yet somewhat disappointing year. A player who DraftBuzz thought could 
round his game up to Pietrangelo level by draft day, he admittedly never took the step 
to the next level. A powerful and graceful skater can push the play whenever he 
wants. Leads the rush with confidence and distributes the puck at the right time. 
Very active once the play tips to the offensive zone pinching and supporting the play. 
A heady defenseman who handles oncoming pressure in his own zone like a pro. 
Utilizes different evasive techniques and slick passes to get out of trouble in traffic. 
Developed into a physical defender towards the end of the year. Willing to stand up 
forwards burgeoning down on him one on one. A smart, confident hockey player with 
good fundamental hockey skills. Filled out during the year and still has room to grow 
and add weight. Still very young looking and raw leading DraftBuzz to stick with him 
as a top 15 prospect. A guaranteed pro with a full skillset, he just needs something to 
click to go from steady to impact.”  

 

 
TYPE GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 

Regular Season 70 8 38 46 46 15 
Ivan Hlinka U18 5 1 0 1 6 0 

WJC U18  7 0 1 1 4 0 
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DRAFTBUZZ #13 

IVAN BARBASHEV             C, 6’0’’ 181 lbs, Moncton Wildcats, QMJHL 
Biggest Strength: Bullish center can bang or flash   
Biggest Weakness: Not as dominant as he should be 
 

“As a tough center to play against, Ivan Barbashev has caught a lot of attention for his 
near ready pro game. Despite losing 5 games to a freak leg injury after catching a rut, 
Barbashev is very durable for his physicality level and has performed well in the 
spotlight at different events. Russian battering ram gives opposing coaches fits to 
match up against. Blends the skill and rough tumble game impeccably in a way that 
shouldn’t really happen. A guy who scouts will never have a negative comment about.  
Has good overall instincts and steadies the ice in his teams favor like a veteran. Hits so 
hard he goes through guys. Remarkably has low PIMS. Will battle through checks but 
also likes to make them miss with swift moves. Is nifty and can jump around guys. A 
strong no nonsense skater cuts through the ice with a muscular heaviness. Could stand 
to use his physicality better defensively…doesn’t always step up offensively like he can 
with his talent level…the total package who may be ranked a little low at 15 lost some 
steam due to Ehlers’ emergence in the Q.” 

 

 
TYPE GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 

Regular Season 48 25 43 68 27 -11 
Postseason 6 4 6 10 8 2 
WJC U20  7 1 1 2 0 1 
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DRAFTBUZZ #14 

KEVIN FIALA            RW, 5’11’’ 194 lbs, HV71, SHL  
Biggest Strength: Rapid fire puck movement 
Biggest Weakness: One leg in, one leg out of own zone  
 

“If you are looking for a player whose draft stock constantly rose sharply throughout 
the season, your search would end with Kevin Fiala. DraftBuzz came away impressed 
every time with his ability to show up for SHL play, WJC U20, U18, and now WC 
competition with NHL’ers. Small but stocky winger carries a lot of responsibility on his 
shoulders wherever he goes. Has a low center of gravity and is tough to knock off the 
puck if you can even catch him. Employs super quick stops and turns to throw off 
opposition. Master of lost art at gaining space for himself to shoot cleanly. Quick hands 
in tight. Can pass in any direction in any position standing still, moving, turned away 
from plays. Skating is a bit choppy and heavy yet gets good steam going after a few 
strides. Has a tendency to look too far ahead of play and leave his own zone too early. 
The type of player who starts warming up the more the puck stays on his stick. Doesn’t 
back down from anyone and has a rallying chippiness to him. A stud winger who has 
the makeup to impact a game by manufacturing opportunities without much help.” 

TYPE GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 
Regular Season 17 3 8 11 10 -2 

WJC U20 5 1 4 5 6 -2 
WJC U18 5 4 5 9 8 4 
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    DRAFTBUZZ #15 

DYLAN LARKIN           C, 6’0’’ 192 lbs, USA U18, USNTDP  
Biggest Strength: Two-way heart and soul centerman 
Biggest Weakness: Offensively limited linemates killed any buzz 
 

“Playing through a painful, though structurally stable shoulder injury at the U18 
steadying the Team USA lineup down the middle shows you all you need to know 
about Dylan Larkin. A true warrior, Larkin has always had the mature fortitude to 
make sure he is a responsible player and someone his teammates can lean on above 
all else. A smart, Selke type staple has a rippling effect down his team’s lineup. Uses 
powerful acceleration to cut through the middle of the ice. Is great at transporting 
the puck in transition game frequently bailing his team out in the defensive end. Has 
a thick build that allows him to take a direct line to the puck. Is the first to come 
back and hawk his D providing back up. Lives near danger areas. Boasts a fairly even 
offensive arsenal as he is a smooth stickhandler, adept passer, and stations himself 
near the net for close opportunities. Could have broken top 10 with better 
surroundings. DraftBuzz can’t wait to see if more talented linemates at Michigan can 
breath some more offensive life into Dylan’s game.” 

 

TYPE GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 
USHL 26 17 9 26 24 13 
USDP 60 31 25 56 56 N/A 

WJC U18  6 2 2 4 2 3 
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DRAFTBUZZ #16 

NIKITA SCHERBAK             RW, 6’2’’ 174 lbs, Saskatoon Blades, WHL  
Biggest Strength: Strikes with 6th sense on developing plays 
Biggest Weakness: Looks lazy due to playing w/ changes of pace 
 

“Rookie Nikita Scherbak has taken his 109th overall CHL Import Draft selection (3rd 
to last player taken) and cashed that in for a 1st round NHL draft ranking with 
exciting growth this past year. A hockey bright kid, he showed the Saskatoon 
coaching staff their systems before they had a chance after watching a few practices. 
A hulking winger who matches his skill with a head for the game. Can accelerate 0-
60 and beat defenders wide. A very good stickhandler who combines a little bit of 
flair with evasive puck protection. Can pass with quickness and vision. Underrated 
defensive forward due to ability to get into lanes and break plays up. Excels at 
pouncing on live opportunities he has anticipated with sense and speed. Has a 
tendency to fall down a lot. Half and half on puck battles losing as many as he wins. 
Surprisingly likes to engage physically and checks hard. Tends to float around 
which is bad news if he’s not engaged for the night. Raw power winger who could 
use some more seasoning and showcase experience shows a lot of intriguing tools 
and offers the allure of stardom waiting for him.” 

 
 

 

 

TYPE GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 
Regular Season 54 26 43 69 28 5 
Super Series 1 0 1 1 0 1 
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DRAFTBUZZ #17 

ADRIAN KEMPE                    LW, 6’2’’ 187 lbs, MODO, SHL 
Biggest Strength: Strapping physically as late ‘96 
Biggest Weakness: Hasn’t been go to guy yet 
    

“If Adrian Kempe were born a few days later, we would remarkably be talking about 
a 2015 NHL Draft prospect with a respectable, full SHL year under his belt. As a 
result, Kempe’s potential is through the roof due to his physical gifts, ability, and 
youth. Monstrous pain in the ass to defend against is a gifted playmaker. Strong 
vision for a big guy and delivers sharp passes. Has a wide, low to the ice skating 
stride with quick cadence. Just an impressive physical specimen with smooth gears. 
Can dissect a play moving and set up a teammate with a difficult outlet. Hard nosed 
guy can set up an offensive chance just by getting in on the forecheck and pasting 
his target to the glass. A hard working player is very direct and straight forward 
with a splash of skill. Slight question mark offensively. Has not ‘gotten’ it 
offensively yet due to always playing up a level because of his size. Sky is the limit 
for this North American style forward once he matures and finally gets to match up 
full time against players his own age.”   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TYPE GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 

Regular Season 45 5 6 11 12 5 
Ivan Hlinka U18 4 2 1 3 12 -2 

WJC U18  7 1 6 7 16 -1 
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DRAFTBUZZ #18 

NIKOLAY GOLDOBIN               LW, 6’0’’ 185 lbs, Sarnia Sting, OHL  
Biggest Strength: Razzle dazzle puck handling and deking 
Biggest Weakness: Mastered the art of not getting touched 
 

“The only Sting bright spot worth the price of admission, Nikolay Goldobin 
routinely brought fans out of their seats with high tempo offensive blitzes. Initially 
inconsistent wrapping skill around a quiet, soft game, Goldobin won us over with 
unrelenting production for a horrible team. One of the draft's most deadly one-on-
one players has above average skating and lightning fast hands. Has a unique ability 
to cut around an opponent with deceptive acceleration. Magic ability to emerge out 
of heavy coverage with uncontested space. Outstanding PP general thrives off center 
near the hashes. Goalies stand no chance with Nikolay next to them with the man 
advantage. A great dump off option his own zone as he has boatloads of patience 
with the puck to skate it out. Instincts can be too developed as teammates can't 
handle his passes. An economical, skillful player whose game has nothing to do with 
being physical. Honed his game throughout the season and emerged as a consistent 
leader for a bad team. An undersold asset due to being Russian, skill not hitting 
oriented may outperform his pre-draft rankings with ease.”  

 

 

 

TYPE GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 
Regular Season 67 38 56 94 21 -30 

’12 Ivan Hlinka U18 4 1 2 3 0 0 
BMO Top Prospects 1 1 1 2 0 1 
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DRAFTBUZZ #19 

JAKUB VRANA             RW, 6’0’’ 176 lbs, Linkoping, SHL 

Biggest Strength: Rare goal scorer w/ mature pro tendencies 
Biggest Weakness: Can get caught looking in on plays  
 

“Jakub Vrana is a Czech born sniper who has spent the last 3 years playing 'Cluben' 
hockey for J18 Elite/Allsvenskan, SuperElit, and now SHL in Sweden. With 8G in 
7GP, Vrana carried the torch at this past U18 edging out touted stars. Game 
breaking scorer at U18 level with SHL pedigree and WJC U20 experience. Mature 
player can step into different roles at different levels. A smooth skater with great 
acceleration who wreaks of composure and calm. Uses great body control and 
smarts to absorb checks and maintain possession. Has the maturity to wait for best 
option in passing the puck or pulling away himself. Does a great job blending into 
the play and then emerging as a target at the last second for his teammates to pass 
to. Possesses great all-around hockey instincts. Lethal in open space. Even standing 
still can pick corners with impressive power. A physically strong cycler who can pull 
off high traffic moves with no space. Though he back-checks with effort he could 
stand to learn to read plays better. Likeable forward who could stand to get looser 
with the puck earns a top 20 ranking with proven goal scoring rampages.”  

 

 

 

TYPE GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 
Regular Season 24 2 1 3 2 -3 

WJC U20 5 1 1 2 2 -1 
WJC U18 7 8 2 10 4 3 
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DRAFTBUZZ #20 

JACK DOUGHERTY              LD, 6’2’’ 185 lbs, USA U18, USNTDP 
Biggest Strength: Multi-disciplinary intelligence  
Biggest Weakness: Does not wow in any area 
 

“Starting the season off neck and neck with teammate Jack Glover in draft rankings, 
Jack Dougherty began to pull away rather quickly with a complete game. Right on the 
cusp of breaking out offensively, Dougherty played well in all formats this year such 
as the Ivan Hlinka Memorial Cup, league and international play, as well as the U18 
where he scored more points than Alex Tuch. A sturdy defensive lynchpin who always 
has his wits about him. Very fluid, strong skater shows good agility to get out of tough 
sitatutions. Can hold onto the puck and make a play with pressure in his face. Has a 
good point shot and can walk and hold the line well. Can transition the play himself 
with admirable hands and vision. Has a heightened focus when puck carrying and 
stresses precision. Gamer who knows when to bring up his intensity. Stonewalled the 
entire U18 tournament negating forwards with ease. Physical in a smart and 
confident way. Only really lacking in flair. A rock, cornerstone defenseman who does 
it all with poise will challenge as one of the top selections as a D.” 

 
 

 

 

TYPE GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 
USHL 23 4 8 12 34 20 
USDP 55 6 16 22 65 N/A 

WJC U18 7 2 2 4 0 7 
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DRAFTBUZZ #21 

VLADISLAV KAMENEV              C, 6’2’’ 203 lbs, Metallurg Magnitogorsk, KHL  
Biggest Strength:  Thoroughbred horse has game 
Biggest Weakness: Lack of ice time and exposure in KHL 
 

“Playing for Mike Keenan in the KHL obviously has rubbed off on Vladislav 
Kamenev to the point where he looks like a 90’s throwback centerman. Strong as an 
ox forward never loses ground to the opponent with overall ability. Smooth yet 
powerful skater. Lacks top end in skating just a bit. Has hidden stickhandling ability 
that he uses sparingly. Can pull off high-end moves you wouldn’t expect him to. Plays 
straightforward hockey the rest of the time. Captained U18 Russia and was a leaned 
on presence for more offensive mates. Likes to navigate the ice and dish the puck as a 
playmaker. Character guy is a tank now, just wait to see how hard it will be to 
contain him as he gets older. Competes hard and offers bonus of having the 
imagination to wow you every so often. Gets to the tough areas and capitalizes using 
his size. Showed great progression throughout the year by square rooting his 
effectiveness from the summer U18 to the spring U18. Scouts have to like his 
trajectory. If he can convince NHL brass he wants to be in the NHL, he could lock 
down a spot in the top 20 fairly easily and better this ranking.” 

 
 

  

 

TYPE GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 
Regular Season 16 1 0 1 2 -1 

WJCU18 5 2 5 7 2 0 
Ivan Hlinka U18 4 0 0 0 2 2 
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DRAFTBUZZ #22 

KASPERI KAPANEN           RW, 6’0’’ 181 lbs, KalPa, Liiga  
Biggest Strength: Can put on offensive clinic with grace 
Biggest Weakness: Leadership doesn’t match skillset 
 

“As yet another son of a former NHL’er, Kasperi Kapanen had a bit of a rough year 
after dealing with playing for a league worst KalPa in Liiga and missing out on the 
WJC U20 tourney with a shoulder injury. More important than that to DraftBuzz, 
was his inability to take control of Finland’s floundering squad at the WJC U18 
tournament. Undeniable, NHL quality offensive arsenal. Skates with uninhibited 
jump and authority. Side steps defenders with vigor. Stone cold scorer. Boasts one of 
the best snap shots as he opens his stride up and leans full force into the shot. 
Doesn’t back down from physicality. Has the edge in skating to do a lot better 
defensively than he does. Can sacrifice his teammates’ efforts by taking one too many 
turns with the puck. Really threw his draft ranking down the tubes and tarnished his 
prospect aura by barely coming to play at the U18. Finland got 1 or 2 good shifts a 
game from him. Not a leader yet. Peripheral player who appears to need talented 
linemates a bit too much to thrive. An all-world talent who could have challenged the 
top tier in this draft if he had half the desire of some of the other draft eligibles.”  

 

 
TYPE GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 

Regular Season 47 7 7 14 10 -8 
WJC U18 5 1 1 2 0 -3 
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DRAFTBUZZ #23 

CONNER BLEACKLEY          C, 6’2’’ 174 lbs, Red Deer Rebels, WHL  
Biggest Strength: Championship breed of forward 
Biggest Weakness: Defensive effectiveness masks offensive ability 
 

“Conner Bleackley is one player who you can truly say is a victim to the more exciting 
competitors in the upcoming draft. As the Rebels young captain, Bleackley should 
have been named captain at the U18 instead of McKeown and absolutely deserved a 
more prominent role as AC. A puck hound who is always around the play and 
engaged. Good along the boards and is very aware as he makes his way back 
defensively. Very slick hands that are not always on display as he is concerned with 
executing good hockey plays, not sick dangles. Surprisingly shows off some pretty full 
rink rushes with the puck. Carries himself like a professional and it is obvious he is a 
leader on Red Deer team. Deadly with the smallest amount of space near the faceoff 
circles. Can call out his goals with an accurate, quick release. Needs to add top end to 
speed and a bit more quickness. Constantly finds himself near the net positioning 
himself for rebounds. One of the most well rounded forwards is the WHL version of 
Larkin who will surely attract NHL teams looking for a solid, no BS player.” 

 
 
 

 

TYPE GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 
Regular Season 71 29 39 68 48 3 

WJC U18 7 1 1 2 4 0 
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DRAFTBUZZ #24 

JOSH HO-SANG            RW, 5’11’’ 165 lbs, Windsor Spitfires, OHL  
Biggest Strength: Mesmerizing skater is all finesse 
Biggest Weakness: Pea brain acts up once in awhile 
 

“You have to wonder at what point missed opportunities, and not his on ice defects, 
will affect Josh Ho-Sang’s development as a potential NHL’er. Even with being 
snubbed for the Hlinka selection camp, later U18 team, and then suspended an 
incongruous 15G in OHL play for an odd play, Ho-Sang actually had an impressive 
year. Technical and explosive skater loves to gear up from his own zone and cut 
around the opponent. Teammates love to dish to him because he can corral any puck 
in easily. Sword yielding hand-eye coordination which he showed on his BMO Top 
Prospects Game goal. Superb hockey athlete handles dynamic movement at high 
speeds. Lacks finish on his plays half of the time. Shows good effort getting back 
defensively and using his speed to pitch in. A real liability when he’s too jacked up as 
he fumbles the rock more than a scared RB. If he grew up this year it should show 
you how scary his self-centered play was last year. A guy who has shown personal 
development, he needs a break as he’s currently getting screwed over by external 
factors. Too skilled of a guy to let drop too far, he is great homerun value towards the 
end of the first round.”  

 

TYPE GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 

Regular Season 67 32 53 85 44 26 
Postseason 4 1 2 3 10 -10 

BMO Top Prospects 1 1 1 2 0 1 
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DRAFTBUZZ #25 

TRAVIS SANHEIM          LD, 6’4’’ 205 lbs, Calgary Hitmen, WHL  
Biggest Strength: Breathtaking puck mover 
Biggest Weakness: Only half season of ‘existence’ 
 

“As a virtual nobody in the beginning of the year, Travis Sanheim has experienced 
an unparalleled, rapid rise in his draft stock. After listing Sanheim on our 
December watchlist when he only had 3 points, it was remarkable to watch his 
progression go from taking regular shifts on the Hitmen, to being reliable in the 
playoffs, and then breaking loose in the U18. Towering defenseman thrives on his 
mobility and gorgeous skating stride. Has insane lateral quickness for a guy with his 
massive size. Loves to walk the line and buys himself time to set up his strike. Great 
body control with the puck and can handle it in any position. Delicate touch on the 
puck makes impressive small movements. Not consistently physical. Does a good job 
leaning into guys along boards. Times use of his body well RE blocked shots and 
drop downs. Extremely raw without much history. Tantalizing package from the 
backend could be rated all over the map on NHL draft lists due to his recent success 
and likely would have risen higher with more time on his side. He’s probably 
improving as you’re reading this report.”    

 
 

 

 

TYPE GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 
Regular Season 67 5 24 29 14 25 

Postseason 6 1 1 2 6 5 
WJC U18 7 0 6 6 0 5 
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DRAFTBUZZ #26 

BRAYDEN POINT            C, 5’9’’ 161 lbs, Moose Jaw Warriors, WHL  
Biggest Strength:  Unstoppable dangler with a motor 
Biggest Weakness: People love to doubt his size 
 

“As a smaller, finesse centerman, Brayden Point has had a lot of battles to fight with 
acceptance as a top line forward. He didn’t necessarily have detractors; he just didn’t 
catch on as much as you would expect a player of his caliber to because of his size. 
Diminutive pacesetter was drawing visual art for blind teammates. Gamer, Moxie, 
Gritty, Heart and Soul, Desire. The type of guy who speeds up when he has the puck. 
A hockey player who gets it and rarely has a bad play come off his stick. Just when a 
defender thinks he has him, he slips away. Controls the half wall ridiculously well. 
Charges up, cuts, does whatever he feels like because he can with the puck. Has fits 
of ‘I’m just that much better than you’ brilliance. Not the smoothest skater with a 
shortened stride. Skates hard. Still gets to traffic areas and presents himself as an 
open option. Not terribly physical. Quick reactions and natural positioning make him 
a help in the defensive zone. As a small forward who has hands and grit, DraftBuzz 
can’t help but get bullish on this ball of desire in this range.”   

  

 

 

TYPE GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 
Regular Season 72 36 55 91 53 -27 

WJC 18 4 0 2 2 2 1 
Ivan Hlinka U18 5 1 3 4 2 3 
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DRAFTBUZZ #27 

JARED MCCANN              C, 6’0’’ 185 lbs, Sault Ste. Marie Greyhounds, OHL  
Biggest Strength: Trustworthy forward w/ all the tools you want 
Biggest Weakness: May top out as an energy forward  
 

“Jared McCann came into the year on the heels of the top rated guys like Dal Colle 
and Bennett, and fell short of entrenching himself in their company. He struggled to 
make as much of an impact offensively with the Greyhounds, and did not really do 
anything to suggest any different with a mediocre U18 performance. Impressive 
overall utility with a good amount natural skill. Plays in all situations and moves 
with the confidence of a player whose team depends on him. Has clutch playmaking 
ability to create in the face of pressure. Quick hands, hawk like vision, and can put 
the puck where ever he wants on the ice. A superb, strong skater just lacking top 
level breakaway speed. Doesn't mind the rough stuff though battled less as the 
season wore on. Was pretty ineffective as a top forward at U18. Errant passes and 
broken plays came way too often from the blade of his stick. DraftBuzz lost the 
excitement for McCann throughout the season. It is a matter of how much you value 
what you see now as a two way forward with some skill as he hasn’t shown any 
indication of becoming a top liner.” 

 
 

 

 

TYPE GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 

Regular Season 64 27 35 62 51 9 
WJC 18 7 1 2 3 6 2 

Ivan Hlinka U18 5 1 0 1 0 0 
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DRAFTBUZZ #28 

RYAN DONATO               C, 6’0’’ 176 lbs, Dexter School, USHS  
Biggest Strength: Good luck getting the puck from him 
Biggest Weakness: Not used to giving 100% effort  

 “You better believe Ryan Donato is on some team’s radar as a pure bred American 
sleeper. After already having a silly Mantha-type USHS season last  year (read 1G-1A-
2PPG), Donato followed that up with 2.6PPG output and showed well in the CCM 
showcase pit against no less than 10 other top 60 prospects for 2014. Leading pivot 
oozes hockey understanding and sinks his edges into the ice as the puck drops. On 
another level with the puck in flight challenging MDC and Milano. Guy who crosses 
his T’s and dots his I’s on the offensive chart. Hard bodychecker sets the tone early 
and often, driving guys through the glass. Receives passes just as crisply as he gives 
them out. Surprises goalies off the rush with deceptive shot. Saw some unexpected 
ugly plays with no intensity on the puck. May not have the speed to make a big 
impact defensively but still left us wanting more as a leader at this level. Needs a 
bigger challenge. One of those players who will obviously excel at the next level. On a 
bigger stage, with his bloodlines, you’re looking at a 10-20 draft pick so take it easy 
on us for dropping him in at 28 in the first round.” 

 

 
TYPE GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 

Regular Season 30 37 41 78 N/A N/A 
CCM All-American 1 0 2 2 0 N/A 
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 DRAFTBUZZ #29

DAVID PASTRNAK               RW, 6’0’’ 168 lbs, Sodertalje, Allsvenskan 
Biggest Strength: Quickness and darting ability with the puck 
Biggest Weakness: Takes himself out of plays w/ too much energy 
 

“David Pastrnak could be seen driving the pace of the play for Sodertalje with his 
speed and finding fellow 2014 William Nylander for some pretty artistic plays. He was 
one of CZE’s most dangerous and leaned on skaters at the WJC U20. 2014’s 
consolation prize for Nik Ehlers. A shifty winger with 360 dance can pull fans out of 
their seats. A hard winger for defenseman to track as he uses agility with the puck 
and shoots in and out of lanes. Offensive MO is to quickly shift gears and change 
direction seemingly all while drawing the puck with him magnetically. Gets 
surprising heat on his shot when on the move for a guy who can stand to put some 
weight on. Has very good defensive awareness. Shows intensity to finish plays out to 
his goal line. Backchecks hard and makes plays on the puck shutting opposing 
attacks down. His unbridled aggressiveness can both work for or against him. Needs 
to ease off the gas once in awhile. Tends to rush himself so much that he makes 
errant passes or even loses his skating edge because he’s so intent on being maxed 
out. Pastrnak has the potential to be an exciting winger if he can learn to slow his 
game down and has shown to be too inconsistent to rank higher.”  

 

 TYPE GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 

Regular Season 36 8 16 24 24 7 
WJC U20 5 1 2 3 0 1 

Ivan Hlinka U18 7 0 5 5 2 1 
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 DRAFTBUZZ #30

JULIUS HONKA  RD, 5’11’’ 174 lbs, Swift Current Bronces, WHL           
Biggest Strength: Stout brainiac moves to a calculated flow 
Biggest Weakness: Big, fast forwards are kryptonite 

“Not your typical defenseman, the wise Julius Honka did not need an adjustment 
period to NA hockey as he started off with 7 points in his first 3 WHL games. Honka 
was a consistent staple for Swift Current the entire year and even showed he could 
handle U20 play with Finland at the World Junior Championship. Multi dimensional 
skater dissects the play like a 15 year NHL vet. Has supreme confidence in his puck 
moving abilities. Shakes attackers with ease playing keep away as he circles his own 
net. High percentage passer who doesn’t cough the puck up. A sight to see weaving 
up the ice. Uses different point shots that either hit the net and cause rebounds or 
find their way to twine through screens. You will never see him stand a guy up. 
Though he doesn’t mind contact he enjoys making forwards miss via elusiveness. 
Always at risk for misplaying puck when bigger players who are just as fast as him 
come down on him. At times allows too much space between him and the developing 
play. Could very well make us look silly for ranking him 31st with his poise and 
decision making.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TYPE  GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 

Regular Season 62 16 40 56 52 10 
Postseason 6 2 0 2 6 -5 
WJC U20 7 0 1 1 6 1 
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 DRAFTBUZZ #31

JAYCE HAWRYLUK  RW, 5’10’’ 192 lbs, Brandon Wheat Kings, WHL         
Biggest Strength: Fierce goal scorer 
Biggest Weakness: Ugliest exciting player 

“When projecting draft picks there are always those players whose inner fire 
catapults them to the bigs regardless of what their individual skillset is or their stats 
are. Jayce Hawryluk is the type of player who will do anything to win and help his 
team out, giving him an intangible boost come draft day. Short, stocky winger is an 
absolute bulldog who will go through anyone to get to the puck. Takes a direct route 
from point A to B and crashes the net hard and with purpose. Has good body 
movement as he can dodge defenders with quick puck drags. Owning a fairly choppy 
and jagged skating technique, he is fast with effort. Pulled off a memorable amount 
of breakaway snipes skating his ass off and ripping shots off the rush. Shows good 
effort defensively and is a PK threat. A forward who has an annoying, hounding 
attack capable of lifting sticks and snatching pucks from opponents. Really stepped 
up in the playoffs as a leader. Needs shoulder more of a load offensively especially 
internationally. The heartbeat and driving force of his team, Hawryluk earns a fair 
ranking just outside the top 30.” 

 
 

 TYPE  GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 

Regular Season 59 24 40 64 44 16 
Postseason 8 5 7 12 14 6 
WJC U18 6 0 2 2 10 0 
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 DRAFTBUZZ #32

DOMINIK MASIN        D, 6’2’’ 194 lbs, HC Slavia Praha, CZECH U20  
Biggest Strength: Hard hitting leader who can keep up offensively 
Biggest Weakness: Not intelligent physically 

 “As Captain of the CZE U18 team, it is safe to say he flew under the radar for the 
majority of the year playing overseas. DraftBuzz thinks highly of him as he likely 
could have had similar impact as Zadorov if he had played CHL hockey this year. 
Viewing one shift of this strapping blueliner will clearly show you why he has worn 
letters. Agility allows him to step around forwards and start the breakout. Great a 
subtle moves to protect puck while advancing play. Beams up ice with confidence 
despite not being a strict puck mover. Goes for the body first, then the puck which  
is a great quality in a D. Knows when to stop at his net and pick up new coverage 
showing he can command the flow from his teammates in his own zone. The type 
of guy who can and will block a shot, run a forward off, and breakout all in one 
swoop. Able to do whatever it takes to stop a play IE drop down and take away 
passing lane with his stick. Quick reactions in worst case situations. Masin could 
certainly see a first round team get behind his rare combination of skills. ” 

 
 
 
 
 
 

TYPE  GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 

CZE U20 Regular 39 2 19 21 102 6 
CZE U20 Postseason 5 1 1 2 33 -5 

-WJC U18 7 0 3 3 6 3 
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 DRAFTBUZZ #33

BRENDAN LEMIEUX  LW, 6’1’’ 209 lbs, Barrie Colts, OHL             
Biggest Strength: More talented than labeled 
Biggest Weakness: Lineage burns him with untimely bad calls  

“The apple…regardless of who Brendan’s dad is, one shift will tell you all you need to 
know about this energetic skater who goes places others don’t have the guts to. 
DraftBuzz contends Lemieux would be rated higher if he didn’t have an NHL father 
who most people conveniently forget actually was talented and a playoff overachiever. 
Distracting winger has pedigree and package to entice. Uses a variety of pro style 
movements with the puck. Has the type of acceleration that gives him speed even 
when he stops moving his legs. One of those guys you want gearing up ice with the 
puck. Can make the long distance pass with ease, drop back pass, chip. Lives in front 
the net, and doesn’t get too carried away when in traffic. Could stand to make an 
impact physically more consistently. Fairly quiet in the playoffs though scored in 
bunches. Attracts a lot of attention from refs that he sometimes brings on himself. 
With the lead, saw him dive and swing-shoot at a puck for an ENG well after the 
clock expired just to piss off Nick Ritchie. For better or worse a guy that gives you 
what you paid for. Offering variety in a chippy forward package, going in the 20’s-
30’s of the first round would not be a surprise.” 

 

 TYPE  GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 

Regular Season 65 27 26 53 145 -7 
Postseason  11 7 3 10 16 -1 

Ivan Hlinka U18 5 1 1 2 4 1 
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 DRAFTBUZZ #34

ERIC CORNEL  C, 6’2’’ 185 lbs, Peterborough Petes, OHL            
Biggest Strength: Certified playmaker 
Biggest Weakness: Just started living up to 3rd overall OHL selection 

“As one of the draft’s better puck distributors, Eric Cornel spent the year being the 
perfect compliment to one of the draft’s most talked about players in Nick Ritchie. 
While his production stayed the same, Cornel’s defensive game suffered when he was 
thrown to wing after PBO picked up Hunter Garlent. Sizeable natural centerman has 
a very good feel for the game when he has the puck. Has that soft, puck on a string 
type of stickhandling where he can drag it with him regardless of space. Whether in 
the form of a shot or pass, uses proactive approach towards creating offense. Scores 
in skilled ways like off backhand after a deke and slapshot in flight. Willing hitter 
needs more weight. Overall speed is above average yet pick up is inefficient as skates 
awkwardly kick up when accelerating. Wasn’t comfortable on wing. Not used to 
defending half the ice at wing, he gets spun around seeking his coverage and is weak 
on his point. As a guy who could turn into one of the OHL’s more dominant players 
next year, Cornel would be great value if he slid into the second round.” 

 
 
 
 

TYPE  GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 

Regular Season   68 25 37 62 25 2 
’12 Ivan Hlinka U18 11 4 3 7 4 -3 
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 DRAFTBUZZ #35

ALEX TUCH               RW, 6’3’’ 216 lbs, USA U18, USNTDP  
Biggest Strength: True power winger 
Biggest Weakness: Can’t rely on pure skill just yet 

“Alex Tuch couldn’t have been the more perfect line mate for Sonny Milano and Jack 
Eichel as a big, space creating behemoth. As the year wore on, Tuch really embraced 
his role as the physical cog in that line and was destroying defenders by the time the 
U18 rolled around. Intimidating winger on the fly with size, speed, and skill to keep 
up. Knows and accepts his linemates need him to play his role and open up space. 
Excels as a heavy, frequent body checker. Drives the net and has a hard shot. Shows 
a powerful, smooth skating stride that is fun to watch. Has surprising body control 
with the puck and makes some nice moves when you least expect it. Tends to lose 
puck when he tries to stickhandle past guys. Not the most natural offensively. Spends 
too much time running the play through Milano/Eichel. DraftBuzz doesn’t see the 
natural puck sense needed for a top line threat. Sure to attract interest in the middle 
of the first round as a physical winger with skill and speed, his development will 
accelerate once he can lead an offense.” 

 
 
 
 

 
TYPE  GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 

USHL 26 13 19 32 36 18 
USDP 61 29 35 64 70 N/A 

WJC U18 7 0 3 3 14 5 
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 DRAFTBUZZ #36

ALEX NEDELJKOVIC  G, 6’0’’ 183 lbs, Plymouth Whalers, OHL             
Biggest Strength: High stakes competitor 
Biggest Weakness: Lacks ideal G height by a lot 

“With 80+ OHL games at .923 SVS and an international gold medal already, Alex 
Nedeljkovic has proven he can be relied on as a thoroughbred goalie at the junior 
level. Playing close to a full slate of games this year, Nedeljkovic was able to keep his 
GAA under 3 for the league’s 2nd lowest scoring team. Small, yet quick and diligent 
netminder stands on his head and bails his team out often. Steadfast and routine 
about getting his coverage low. Pads move flat and rigidly against the ice leaving no 
space. Comes out square to the shooter and taunts them into an easy save. Gets post 
to post with rapid movement. Constantly looking out for changes of direction 
should a forward try to jam back shortside. Loses sight easily with big forwards. 
Struggles visibly in following plays causing extra body work looking around. Top 
shelf has a tendency to get exposed when he comes out to challenge. Size is nice, 
but so is a proven winner and that should be enough to entrench AN in the top 60.” 
 
 

 
TYPE  GAMES W L T GAA SVS% 

Regular Season 61 26 34 0 2.88 .925 
Postseason 5 1 4 0 4.40 .905 
WJC U18 6 5 1 0 1.84 .902 
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 DRAFTBUZZ #37

ANTHONY DEANGELO D, 5’11’’ 168 lbs, Sarnia Sting, OHL              
Biggest Strength: Jaw dropping puck mover 
Biggest Weakness: Volatile athlete doesn’t act like top pick 

“Rarely did he, but when he did flip a switch (and we mean very short-term, like a 
period), Anthony DeAngelo can be a scary talented presence on the ice for teams to 
defend. Just for perspective, some of the NHL's best defensemen usually struggle to 
hit a PPG in their draft year in the CHL and DeAngelo hit 1.39. A dominant fixture 
with elite skating, puckhandling, and shooting. Is more adept offensively than most 
forwards. Can catch any forward, strip any forward, turn the play up ice whenever he 
wants. Comfortable taking on D off the rush, can spin-o-rama, and set up an 
offensive zone chance. Loves to drive the attack hard. Okay with barreling into 
opponents despite thin build. When he’s off, he looks completely clueless and 
unintelligent in the defending sense. Prone to horrible pinches. Picks up wrong 
coverage. Half asses his way to opponents who have quality offensive chances. 
Immaturely barks and yells at anyone when he feels like it. Can fly off the handle and 
accrue ridiculous penalties that make him seem unstable. DeAngelo may ultimately 
rank higher than he is chosen in the actual draft as a result of his diametrically 
opposed Doughty-esque skill level and bad rep.” 

 

TYPE  GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 

Regular Season 51 15 56 71 90 -34 
’12 Ivan Hlinka U18 4 0 6 6 26 1 
BMO Top Prospects 1 0 1 1 2 -2 
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SEBASTIAN AHO  D, 5’9’’ 165 lbs, Skelleftea, SHL              
Biggest Strength: Composed playing SHL hockey 
Biggest Weakness: Hasn’t dominated age group in tourneys yet 

“Sebastian Aho is a guy who hasn’t received a lot of press, but could be on a lot of 
teams’ radar with a good amount of SHL experience under his belt already. Having 
done very well for himself at the SuperElit level, Aho has shown why he was 
graduated at such a young age. Swedish version of Honka has a bit more weight to 
him and sinks his teeth harder in all aspects. Typical smaller, skilled defenseman 
makes quick decisions with the puck. Demonstrates good footwork with effective 
backwards skating as he fends streaking forwards off with power. Shields his net well 
engaging and pushing forwards off the crease. Gets a lot on his shots. Can send a 
missile top corner standing still or on the move. Willing shot blocker. An intelligent 
guy who plays older than he is. Size is a concern, but his style of play doesn’t suggest 
that it will be an issue at higher levels. For a smaller guy his  linear speed is 
underwhelming in footraces. Aho has worn letters his entire junior career, and 
would be rated higher if he were taller.” 
 
 

 

 TYPE  GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 

SHL 21 1 4 5 2 -1 
SuperElit 27 7 16 23 26 11 
WJC U18 4 2 0 2 8 1 
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ROURKE CHARTIER  C, 5’11’’ 181 lbs, Kelowna Rockets, WHL               
Biggest Strength: Pitbull with NHL smarts 
Biggest Weakness: Defensive acumen pigeonholes him 

“The analysts who didn’t like Rourke Chartier at the beginning of the year when Ty 
Baillie got all the hype, still probably don’t appreciate what Chartier brings to the 
table. Chartier earned the respect of his coaching staff and was ridden like a triple 
crown horse by Kelowna in the playoffs. He’s not the fastest, not the strongest, not 
the most skilled. But all this kid does is outwork you and make plays all over the ice. 
The Tom Brady of centers just delivers over and over. DraftBuzz rarely saw him make 
a mistake and we were shocked that he literally had 1-3 tremendous efforts PER 
shift. Doesn’t wow in any skating category. His effort makes him appear faster than 
he is. Backchecks…and forechecks like a demon. Will try so hard he even beats his 
own defenders to their assignments. Has this special force that attracts him to the 
puck. Wins an inordinate amount of battles. Stepped up and played more physical as 
the stakes raised. Not an earth shattering offensive presence but does show some 
underlying ability with the puck. DraftBuzz doesn’t mind taking a chance on ranking 
a warrior like Chartier a favorably and only wonders how much better can he get?” 
 

 

 TYPE  GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 

Regular Season 72 24 34 58 8 26 
Postseason 14 6 6 12 2 3 

Ivan Hlinka U18 5 0 1 1 0 2 
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BRENDAN PERLINI              LW, 6’2’’ 205 lbs, Niagara Ice Dogs, OHL 
Biggest Strength: Tall, athletic skater has quick trigger 
Biggest Weakness: Needs someone to do his dirty work 

“Brendan Perlini started gaining recognition as the hottest draft prospect by tearing 
up the OHL in the opening September and October months of the season. He failed 
to sustain that pace, and while his supporters will claim a shoulder injury derailed 
him, his decline in effectiveness started way before. A commanding offensive 
presence with package of soft hands, effortless skating, and superb vision once in the 
offensive zone. An exciting player rinkwide due to his explosiveness on the attack. 
Missile accurate shot that he can get off in flight, close to the net, or at a stand still. 
Oozes the kind finish you look for in a top pick. Responsible defensively but fails to 
make an impact due lack of intensity and interest in anything resembling physicality. 
Not an edgy player shows concerning battle flaws by staying away from middle of the 
ice. Floats and leaves you wondering why he isn’t dominating like his skillset 
suggests he should. Disappeared in playoffs and played lazily in WJC U18. Pure 
offensive winger falls on our draft board as he is a question mark who carries both a 
lot of potential and risk.” 

 
 

 

 
TYPE  GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 

Regular Season 58 34 37 71 36 -2 
Postseason 7 0 1 1 6 -2 
WJC U18 7 3 1 4 6 2 
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NICK SCHMALTZ              RW, 6’0’’ 172 lbs, Green Bay Gamblers, USHL 

Biggest Strength: Eyes in the back of his head 
Biggest Weakness: Questionable compete at times in USHL 

“Always considered one of the top American prospects for the 2014 NHL Entry 
Draft, Nick Schmaltz battled an inconsistent year in the USHL with a lowlight of 
going goal less for month stretches at a time. With the type of skill level Schmaltz 
has, DraftBuzz expected him to take over games and be a bigger presence than he 
was. Bowlegged skater beams confidence with the puck. Has the hands, vision, and 
patience to make tough passes. Not overly fast nor explosive. Loves to gain a head of 
steam and distribute in flight. Has the ability to react to defensive coverage. At times 
can over power players with strength on the puck. Other times gets bodied off the 
puck easily and looks lazy. Ironically had more PIM in 4 playoff games than he did all 
year. Has a pretty good selection of shots that he gets off with velocity. Not a 
complete player at all. Needs to develop a few attributes in order to be taken seriously 
at UND. Very tough player to get a read on as he has enough pure talent, but are the 
compete issues a long-term problem?” 
 
 

 
 

 
TYPE  GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 

Regular Season 55 18 45 63 16 -3 
Postseason 4 1 2 3 17 -1 

CCM All American 1 0 1 1 2 N/A 
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BRETT POLLOCK  LW, 6’2’’ 183 lbs, Edmonton Oil Kings, WHL       
Biggest Strength: Dominant power winger when ‘ON’  
Biggest Weakness: Who is the real Brett Pollock? 

“Brett Pollock must be extremely drained from the amount of games played in total, 
combined with the fact that he went from an average winger with size to burgeoning 
top line power forward. Surely helped along by the fact that he was on a great team 
that went deep in the playoffs, Pollock’s draft hype wouldn’t have reached where it is 
now if he didn’t have as much opportunity as he has had. Load to handle winger 
rivals some of the draft’s best big boys when he wants to. A good overall skater, he 
has excellent agility with opponent’s shadowing him. Fast though his straight-line 
skating technique is a bit stiff. Cycles the half wall well and is reliable for keeping the 
play alive with quick darts to the slot or pinpoint passing. Frustrating physically as 
DraftBuzz has seen him bull his way around one shift only to be thrown off balance 
the next. Quick at getting his shots off. Can drive the net and go backhand if his 
forehand is taken away. Sure to draw intrigue in the top 45 picks, the jury is out if 
Pollock has learned enough from top players and can survive even if a few leave.” 
 
 

 

 TYPE  GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 

Regular Season 71 25 30 55 36 18 
Postseason 21 11 8 19 10 11 

Memorial Cup 5 0 2 2 4 0 
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NICOLAS AUBE-KUBEL  RW, 5’11’’ 179 lbs, Val d’Or Foreurs, QMJHL     
Biggest Strength: Straddles line of being mature while still having upside 
Biggest Weakness: Consistent, not thrilling production 

“Victim of being further along than many of his draft mates from the season’s 
inception, Nicolas Aube-Kubel could have appeared to have stagnated in 
development as the season wore on. DraftBuzz was extremely high on NAK upon 
initial viewings for his 360 game and ruggedness though he seemed to never really 
take off. Power winger plays the game hard and has the capacity to burn D with 
space – just wasn’t regularly on display this year. A forward who always stays in 
motion and is not afraid of any part of the ice. A punishing forechecker who gives 
defensemen fits as he gets in on them quickly and separates them from the puck with 
ease. Above average hands though underutilized. Crashes the net and picks up close 
range goals. Can be slightly loose with the puck and not finish plays off. Question 
mark as to how much more he has to give offensively. May have been held back an 
obvious reliance on some top QMJHL’ers like Anthony Mantha. As a forward with 
sandpaper and visible one-on-one ability, DraftBuzz likes his prospects for 
improvement once Foreur graduates some lynchpins and hand him more rope.” 
 
 

 

 TYPE  GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 

Regular Season 65 22 31 53 61 -1 
Postseason 24 4 9 13 26 1 
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ROLAND MCKEOWN  D, 6’1’’ 194 lbs, Kingston Frontenacs, OHL      
Biggest Strength: Omnipresent skater 
Biggest Weakness: Lacks offensive fortitude many want him to have 

“As long as Roland McKeown kept his stick blade on the ice, he was bound to put up 
some points in a Bennett led offense. Out of the gate, DraftBuzz went against the 
majority opinion on McKeown and never ranked him higher than 24 – a position 
which we are now seeing may even be too high for him. Breathtaking skater covers a 
lot of ice in his quest to support the attack game. Keeps stride for stride with some of 
the fastest skaters. An asset for his ability to turn on the jets or step on the brakes in 
the flash of an eye. Has decent hands for breaking plays up and chipping the puck to 
his wingers. Saw way too many errant stretch passes. Got mauled by Ritchie in the 
playoffs and wingers with brawn during the year. Awfully average at converting what 
he starts in the offensive zone. Doesn’t just pinch, loves to rove as a 4th forward. Can 
leave his D partner out to dry with IQ damning head starts out of the zone. 
Captained U18 with steady, offensively dry play. Currently in an identity crisis, has a 
future if he can commit to not getting abused physically and toning down his attack.” 
 
 

 

 TYPE  GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 

Regular Season 62 11 32 43 61 38 
Postseason 7 1 3 4 8 6 
WJC U18 7 0 1 1 2 3 
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ONDREJ KASE         LW, 6’0’’ 165 lbs, KLH Chomutov, CZE 
Biggest Strength: Raw skillset that he’s just beginning to harness 
Biggest Weakness: Stuck in between responsible and flashy play 

“Having played in multiple leagues this year, most notably scoring 2PPG in U20 
action with brother and 2015 NHL Draft future David Kase, Ondrej was quickly 
enlisted to play for the first team in Czech Extraliga. A sturdy, simple winger good 
not great at everything. Intently follows the play and shows good awareness and 
timing in supporting the overall flow of attack. Has a definite nose for the puck as he 
takes the quickest route to it no matter how he has to get there. Not overly physical 
though has as a lot of battle in him when he finds himself in the thick of things. 
Skating has promise to be powerful in the future though currently rough around the 
edges. Has shown flashes of potential in puck possession pulling off highly skilled 
maneuvers, but those flashes stayed just that. Inconsistency and lack of finish to 
Kase’s toolbox and performance indicate an underutilized young player. Seemingly a 
bit uncoordinated. Kase has great experience for a young guy already, and has a 
chance to have a great sophomore CZE season.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TYPE  GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 

Regular Season 37 4 3 7 10 -4 
U20 Regular Season 7 5 10 15 12 14 

WJC U20 5 1 2 3 0 -3 
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THATCHER DEMKO  G, 6’3’’ 192 lbs, Boston College Eagles, OHL       
Biggest Strength: Technical butterfly moves to a script 
Biggest Weakness: Needs to learn to let some pucks go 

“Thatcher Demko came into the season touted as one of the top netminders and 
delivered for the most part once he got passed an early season bout of hamstring 
tightness. Stuck in a timeshare, Demko received his share of starts time, yet proved 
to falter a little late in the season and under the pressure of playoff hockey. Bigtime 
netminder with noted maturity needs mental toughness to rally after poor end to a 
great season. Great at looking robotic and athletic at same time. Goes post to post 
as if he were on a track covering openings. Sucks in shots. Stands calmly enticing 
opponents to take their shot and then drops like a rock covering the entire net. 
Makes the effort on little things like hugging post whenever he moves in crease. 
Doesn’t get rattled with traffic. Leaves some room above shoulders when he drops 
down exposing him on screened shots. Saw some unnecessary goals come from 
wanting to do too much. As a guy who has rallied at every level he’s played at, he 
will garner interest from team’s looking for an investment on a guaranteed NCAA 
stud goalie.” 
 
 

 
TYPE  GAMES W L T GAA SVS% 

Regular Season 24 16 5 3 2.24 .919 
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VACLAV KARABACEK RW, 5’11’’ 185 lbs, Gatineau Olympiques, QMJHL       
Biggest Strength: Offensively inclined and able 
Biggest Weakness: Hot and cold work in progress 

“Czech Import Vaclav Karabacek spent the majority of the year fighting growing 
pains as he learned NA hockey, only to erupt in the playoffs for Gatineau. Also 
having moments of brilliance at the WJC U18, Karabacek breathed new life into his 
status for the 2014 draft showing off his offensive exploits in critical late season 
events. Cruise control winger has a minimalist style that emits offensive capacity. 
Flashed electric potential to take over games late in the season. Not the most 
explosive skater, he moves with constant pace and a receptive stick. One of those 
forwards who doesn’t slow down when he gets the puck. Has a good sense of the 
offensive zone and situational puck movement. Has a good shot and doesn’t mind 
getting close to the crease. Not afraid to attempt a high skill deke. Doesn’t mind 
battling but could stand to force his way a bit more with good size. Has the hands 
and instincts to make a bigger impact defensively. While first round is a reach, 
DraftBuzz sees Karabacek offering the most raw talent after the top 30 are gone.” 
 
 

 

 TYPE  GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 

Regular Season 65 21 26 47 40 4 
Postseason 9 6 6 12 10 11 
WJC U18 7 3 3 6 4 4 
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LUC SNUGGERUD        D, 5’11’’ 165 lbs, Eden Prairie High, USHS 
Biggest Strength: Offensive ability backed up with IQ 
Biggest Weakness: Too good for HS hockey 

“As the captain of perennial powerhouse Edina Prairie High, Luc Snuggerud was a 
clear step ahead of HS competition all year. Having spot duty in the USHL for two 
different teams, he exceeded expectations for a HS fill in and contributed in his short 
stay. Authoritative skater was able to stand out in USHL play for his keens sense of 
pushing the play. You can see the vast potential in his skating but DraftBuzz thought 
he lacked comfort and fluidity in his movements. Wasn’t entirely sure of himself, 
which speaks volumes of his upside considering his immediate impact. Great decision 
making with the puck. Loves to jump up and follow the play in an aggressive yet 
cautious way. Can make the small, understated chip or tough, high skill outlet 
pointing to a maturity about him. Uses his understanding of the flow to present 
himself as an option at the point. Could have overtaken Jacobs as the top USHL 
defenseman had he played all year. As a massive projection, like USHS players with 
top 60 talent are, a team could bite very early on this heads up puck mover.” 

 
 
 

 TYPE  GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 

Regular Season 25 8 30 38 19 N/A 
Postseason  6 1 9 10 2 N/A 

USHL  7 1 4 5 6 5 
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SEAMUS MALONE  LW/C, 5’10’’ 165 lbs, Dubuque Fighting Saints, USHL      
Biggest Strength: Puck gravitates towards him 
Biggest Weakness: Can get too fancy 

“Wisconsin recruit Seamus Malone was flying under the radar as a skilled forward 
until he broke out in the USHL playoffs. Not really commanding much attention as a 
average player early on, he was an afterthought for scouts who were too busy 
monitoring Nick Schmaltz and later his own teammate Shane Eiserman. Polished 
centerman combines pure skill with IQ, effort, and physicality. Has a deft touch on 
the puck standing out as a guy who can quarterback the play. Shrewd offensive zone 
presence has a knack for redirections. Exceptional passer who sees the ice at a 
different level and is calm under duress. Flips the edge switch in his own zone and 
levels opponents near his net. Surprising physical involvement at times considering 
his skill level. Obvious he has always been one of the best amongst his peers with the 
way he carries himself. A guy who should elevate his game at the USHL game with 
age, Malone is the type of potential gem in the 2nd/3rd round for a team without a 1st.” 
 
 
 
  

 

 

TYPE  GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 

Regular Season 55 23  23 46 93 10 
Postseason 7 3 6 9 4 3 
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DOMINIC TURGEON  C, 6’2’’ 196 lbs, Portland Winterhawks, WHL      
Biggest Strength: Wizard with the puck 
Biggest Weakness: Skating needs more quickness 

“Pierre’s son, Dominic Turgeon, oddly enough spent the majority of the year behind 
the curve as a late round flier instead of legitimate prospect with bloodlines. 
DraftBuzz noticed Turgeon’s skating improved dramatically by the midway point of 
the season and saw him make strides in other areas of his game as a result. Defensive 
minded center has elite vision and confidence with the puck. Was used in key 
situations towards the end of the year. Was a steady presence for his two crash and 
bang wingers. Can make the ridiculous pass look routine. One of those guys who 
commands the puck as he’s very capable of leading a rush. As a pure playmaker his 
shots are weak and almost as if he would prefer to pass. Improving his acceleration is 
paramount to him taking the next step for Portland. Plays like a cagey veteran 
blocking shots and taking the body often and hard. In the playoffs it was hard to 
believe we were looking at a below .5PPG player. DraftBuzz feels comfortable going 
out a limb and ranking Turgeon in the top 60 as he has the natural ability and 
character to improve dramatically next year.” 
 

 

 TYPE  GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 

Regular Season 65 10 21 31 31 18 
Postseason 21 2 6 8 18 0 

Ivan Hlinka U18 5 0 1 1 0 1 
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JOSH JACOBS  D, 6’2’’ 194 lbs, Indiana Ice, USHL         
Biggest Strength: Quality performer 
Biggest Weakness: Top end may not be high 

“As one of the draft’s pre-season top rated Americans, Joshua Jacobs saw his 
production (and draft stock) drop in the second half before he eventually helped 
Indiana to win the USHL Clark Cup Title. DraftBuzz is high on Jacobs and believes 
he is the quintessential example of a player whose stats do not match up to his 
positive impact. The Ice only ‘iced’ one higher scoring D than Jacobs, solidifying a 
case for a team that doesn’t activate it’s D much and relies on it’s forwards. Durable 
D with a good frame displays fundamentals with some skill. One of the most active D 
while scanning the offensive zone activity. Always ready to help press or retreat for a 
defensive stand. Shows good speed if the play heads back and can keep stride with 
fast forwards. Has good grit in tough areas, but doesn’t neglect smart plays with 
stick. Above average passer keeps himself in check and delivers with haste. Could be 
a little more explosive, make a bigger statement at certain times. Solid as a rock 
defender offers a good bottom line as a 2nd round prospect and could have more to 
give.” 
 
 

 

 TYPE  GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 

Regular Season 56 5 18 23 46 36 
Postseason 12 3 2 5 2 3 
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JOHN MACLEOD  D, 6’1’’ 179 lbs, USA NTDP, USHL         
Biggest Strength: All around defender with bite 
Biggest Weakness: Ice Hockey’s version of Bigfoot 

“BU recruit Johnathan MacLeod is one of those rare cases where being at Ann 
Arbor with the US NTDP may not have been the best for his development. He dealt 
with an early season injury only to come back and get buried beneath the wealth of 
defensemen NTDP already preferred in Dougherty, Glover, Belpedio with the late 
season addition of Hanifin as a final insult. A rugged battler stands out for his 
aggressive play. Has done a good job of managing lack of ice time with need to 
stand out and make plays in limited time. A quick, mobile skater who can close 
gaps on forwards before he drills them. Pitched in with two point shot goals versus 
Slovakia. Doesn’t mess around with the puck, gets it right to the net. Very 
competitive and will do anything to make a play. Lacking somewhat in confidence 
due to playing uncertainty, he thrives on playing a simple, shutdown game. 
DraftBuzz thinks highly of this plus defender who combines intimidation with 
simplicity. Has hidden potential and could beat his projection with more playing 
time.” 
 
 

 TYPE  GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 

USHL 19 1 4 5 36 -1 
USDP 51 5 6 11 70 N/A 

WJC U18 7 2 1 3 0 4 
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JOHN QUENNEVILLE  C, 6’1’’ 187 lbs, Brandon Wheat Kings, WHL      
Biggest Strength: Full scale versatility 
Biggest Weakness: Needs considerable progression in many facets 

“The serene Yin to sparkplug Hawryluk’s Yang, John Quenneville saw a steady rise 
in draft stock all year culminating in a selection to Canada’s U18 WJC team. A very 
likeable player, Quenneville provided steady yet unremarkable play at the 
tournament in a checking role. Tall and lanky natural pivot exhibits aptitude in all 
skill aspects. Not seen as a highlight reel offensively, but has a ridiculous release on 
his shots. Catches goalies off guard as he is able to snap his shots off immediately 
after making his move on D. Has an above average backhander. Smooth 
stickhandler. Good skater who keeps up with the play well.  Needs to add some more 
top end speed and overall explosiveness. Inconsistent at applying himself defensively 
as DraftBuzz saw some heads up defensive stands some games and some lazy, 
perimeter spectating others. Though Hawryluk led the line from a physical 
standpoint, Quenneville has an ability to use his size and provide a physical element. 
Bloodlines may take Quenneville into the late first round as a player who will mature 
into an impressive two way specimen.” 
 

 

 TYPE  GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 

Regular Season 61 25 33 58 71 3 
Postseason 9 5 8 13 10 4 
WJC U18 7 1 1 2 16 1 
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JUSTIN KIRKLAND  LW, 6’3’’ 190 lbs, Kelowna Rockets, WHL       
Biggest Strength: Tempting pieces are still coming together 
Biggest Weakness: Playoff intensity was not season norm 

‘Aside from being a top prospect who rightfully inched his way to relevance at the 
right time, one underappreciated variable is the concern his coach has for improving 
his game to be NHL caliber. Seeing Kirkland’s second half explosion and growth over 
the year into the playoffs, it is obvious coach Huska was fueling him with valuable 
advice extending past just line and roster changes. Lighweight power forward 
heightened his focus and intensity tremendously in the playoffs and catapulted his 
game into being a physical playmaker. Sight to see peel back with the puck while 
cycling. Can overdo it keeping the puck until pressure collapses on him and he loses 
it. Started to look more like a man and less like a skinny child throwing his weight 
around. Good boardwork and knows how to crash the net for deflections. An upward 
trending player whose bread and butter was always skill level can now grow into his 
body and become a force. Who wouldn’t want to gamble on that in the 2nd?’ 

 

 

 

TYPE  GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 

Regular Season 68 17 31 48 40 23 
Postseason 14 5 5 10 20 3 
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NICK MAGYAR RW, 6’2’’ 192 lbs, Kitchener Rangers, OHL         
Biggest Strength: Oozes smarts and steady play 
Biggest Weakness: What you see is likely what you get 

 “As an American who chose the OHL and Kitchener Rangers over NCAA and Ohio 
State, Nick Magyar had as good of a season as you could expect for a rookie on a bad 
team.  Contrary to most scouting outlets, it was obvious Magyar was the leading 2014 
draft prospect on the Rangers team from the second the puck dropped this season. A 
real treat to watch as a pro style player who knows who he is and executes 
fundamental hockey plays. North-south grinding two way forward that is a hard to 
play against. Offense isn't exceptional in any area, IE he's not a dangler, not a sniper, 
not a burner. All facets of his game are quality. Really good at winning battles along 
the boards with his size and strength. The type of guy who D rely on at the point to 
ensure a smooth breakout. Not flashy but is not a slouch talent wise. About as good 
of a player as you could want in the second round of the NHL draft, and has the 
potential to look like a seasoned winger with some maturity/confidence as a 2nd year 
OHL guy.” 
 

 
 

 

 

TYPE  GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 

Regular Season 66 20  26 46 20 -18 
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CHRISTIAN DVORAK  C, 6’0’’ 179 lbs, London Knights, OHL        
Biggest Strength: Pro skater with character 
Biggest Weakness: ACL injury and stacked London team 

“Starting off the year on a high energy checking line with 2015 standout Marner, 
Christian Dvorak quickly learned how to support quick offensive bursts with such an 
unusually pure skill 4th line winger. Losing half of his regular season to a freak ACL 
injury, Dvorak came back in time for the Memorial Cup and looked like he had 
played the entire year. Subtle, clever center is a fore checking menace. Earned a lot 
of respect from a deep London squad with a veteran disposition and rewarded them 
with a skilled, in your face 4th line. 0 PIMS as a grinder. If you have the puck and 
Dvorak catches you, which he likely will, you are done. Great concentration and 
follow through on the puck while checking opponents. Underrated hands, pulled off 
some dekes that pointed to him being on sticks not crutches while out. Not a huge 
hitter to begin with, was understandably timid in crowds upon coming back. Lacks a 
dynamic element to his game currently, but was light outs offensively for the 
illustrious Chicago Mission U18 program. Expect to see a steady, linear progression 
from Dvorak as a guy who will translate to the NHL without much fanfare.” 
 
 

 

 
TYPE  GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 

Regular Season 33 6 8 14 0 8 
Memorial Cup 3 0 0 0 0 -2 
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DYSIN MAYO   D, 6’1’’ 181 lbs, Edmonton Oil Kings, WHL       
Biggest Strength: Rapidly developing skating and hands combo 
Biggest Weakness: Moments of bad decision making 

“A polarizing offensive defenseman, Dysin Mayo wasn’t even considered the best 
2014 defenseman on his team early in the season and still is fighting some resistance 
as one of the Oil Kings best attacking threats. Mayo really took off after mid-year and 
gained the confidence of his coaches by earning heavy playing time and pushing draft 
and teammate Irving down the depth chart. Elegant skater and stickhandler is the 
type of D coaches dream of running an offensive attack through. Such a crisp 
puckhandler and passer, you understand why his production saw an increase. Not 
extremely flashy, his offensive decisions cause direct chances making him very 
valuable once the play heads north. Doesn’t hesitate to run guys hard into the 
boards. Steps into lanes with quickness and adds up takeaways. Has room to improve 
his shot from the point and create more rebounds. A 50/50 completion guy who 
comes with risk. Prone to turnovers off distance passes that shouldn’t be made. 
Needs to learn to pick his spots as he doesn’t understand what plays his teammates 
really can’t cover him for. As guy with late first round abilities, Mayo is an attractive 
top 60 piece whose value goes up if he can steady his play with age.” 

 

TYPE  GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 

Regular Season 63 7 28 35 50 17 
Postseason 21 3 12 15 10 12 

Memorial Cup 5 0 1 1 0 1 
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DRAFTBUZZ #58 

BLAKE SIEBENALER D, 6’1’’ 183 lbs, Niagara Ice Dogs, OHL        
Biggest Strength: Long, graceful skater with attacking precision 
Biggest Weakness: Weak, slow cadence to stride 

‘Rivaling Sanheim for most raw potential having recently been converted to D in 
2011-2012, DraftBuzz went in looking for Haydon and came out with Blake 
Siebenaler. As you can tell by his playoff production, Siebenaler was in the middle 
of peaking and being used a lot by Niagara in key situations. Jawdropping skater 
can  cover the length of the ice effortlessly. Most effective when stride for stride 
with forwards whom he hawks instantly. His skating still has room to improve as he 
placed top ten in Peak and Mean Power Output, as well as Aerobic duration (Rapid 
developer Hampus Lindholm excelled in duration as well for similar comparison). 
Instinctually passes through closing windows successfully. Mans the point with 
expansive footwork as he frees himself from clogged lanes. Gets himself into key 
defensive situations where he can’t make as hard of a stand physically because he is 
not strong yet. Ascending quickly on draft boards as it is not often you get raw puck 
skill with as much brains as he has.’  

TYPE  GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 

Regular Season 68 6 24 30 24 -16 
Postseason 7 1 4 5 2 4 
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 DRAFTBUZZ #59

KEVIN LABANC  RW, 5’11’’ 185 lbs, Barrie Colts, OHL         
Biggest Strength: Top line hands and instincts 
Biggest Weakness: Patches of disappearance 

“Opting for the OHL this year instead of the NCAA, Staten Island product Kevin 
Labanc had an okay rookie season with the Barrie Colts. Initially taking backseat to 
some more prolific 2014 teammates like Brendan Lemieux, Labanc ended up 
gaining more responsibility towards the end of the regular season and into the 
playoffs. Shifty winger has an underlying offensive ability masked by being cast with 
grinders. Skating is rough around the edges now, but will be an asset down the line. 
Finds his way to pucks while not being overly physical. A great stickhandler, you 
always had confidence in his ability to chase down pucks and make defenders miss. 
Really honed his defensive awareness over the year. Extremely engaged on PK with 
noticeably quick and active stick work. Will go into high traffic areas regardless of 
punishment though he prefers to escape via quickness. Exceptional passing and 
vision don’t match his low output. Never got any press even though he could take 
over shifts leading us to believe he has untapped offense in him.” 

 

 
 
 

 
 

TYPE  GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 

Regular Season 65 11 24 35 30 3 
Postseason 11 3 4 7 4 2 

CCM All-American 1 0 1 1 0 N/A 
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 DRAFTBUZZ #60

PHIL BALTISBERGER LD, 6’1’’ 214 lbs, Guelph Storm, OHL          
Biggest Strength: Shutdown defender who is not allergic to puck 
Biggest Weakness: Underutilized amongst older D  

“Combining great international experience against players almost 3 years older with 
a PPG Ivan Hlinka as a 16 year old D has DraftBuzz high on Phil Baltisberger. 
Dealing with an older, stacked D in front of him, coincidentally enough 
Baltisberger’s production dropped with the acquisition of defenseman Nick Ebert 
from Windsor. Sizeable rearguard stands out for his clean, physical brand of hockey. 
Has an NHL player radiance about him. Solid positional defender who has an eye for 
stepping up into the play. Has good hands demonstrating smart and efficient passing. 
Gets some power on his point shots. Likes to rub forwards out and lean into them. 
Tracks the play well and doesn’t get beat silly. Blocks shots and gets back into play 
quickly. Could stand to get a smoother skating stride. Even though he has the right 
thought process he has the odd tendency to rush the play and make a mistake. Once 
in a while has a flub, or a spill, or bad pass. Underrated D with the tools to round out 
his game and breakout next year.” 
 

 

 
 

TYPE  GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS PIMS +/- 

Regular Season 57 1 14 15 36 25 
Postseason 20 2 3 5 20 18 
WJC U20 5 0 0 0 6 -1 
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 Name Team Pos                                                                         Comments 

61 Michael 
Bunting 

Sault Ste 
Marie 

LW 

As a guy who Hockey Ontario didn't want to accept, he was finally OHL drafted in the 9th round  
in 2013. Having nearly a PPG rookie season interrupted by a MCL tear, he showed up prepared at  
the combine fitness testing (1st in VO2 max, 10th in Peak Power Output). Great skater, obviously  
corroborated by fitness results, who is often seen frustrating teams with rare combination of skill  
and hard work. Good puck control and production for a guy buried beneath McCann. 

    
 

62 Vladislav 
Gavrikov 

RUSSIA D 

Favorite of ours who drops due to observing the typical Russian stigma. If he were a CHL product,  
he’d be a lock for early 2nd round, late first round. Can do it all defensively with pop. He has the  
hands you need to make a pass, the size to stand guys up, the interest in the physical game, 
positioning, and ability to shut plays down. He really turned heads as a lively player in the Super 
Series, but is still a huge question mark for most. 

    
 

63 Mason 
McDonald 

Charlottetown G 

Thankfully able to have a nice playing experience grabbing bronze at the WJC U18 after going from  
worse to bad QMJHL team during the season. Covers the bottom of the net in a flash rarely leaving  
space for more than a second. Calm and composed it took some bad screens and untrackable pucks  
for the few that did get past him. Should improve dramatically as long as the Islanders' young squad  
takes steps in maturity.  

    
 

64 Joe  
Hicketts 

Victoria  D 
Tiny stalwart plays like he has 6 more inches on him than he really does. Lost a good part of the  
season due to shoulder injury. True heart and soul, very high IQ stabilizing force. Possesses good  
overall skating that is a bit awkward with a goofy upwards leg drive when accelerating. Great puck  
mover. Reportedly a hefty 180-190 so could get even better when he conditions that extra weight. 

    
 

65 Keegan  
Iverson 

Portland LW 

Protoypical power forward found a way to contribute at key times. Provided muscle on a kid line  
that held its own. Quick skater clears out space driving to the net. Uses body well to shield the  
puck as he gets more comfortable the closer he is to the net. Capable of drilling guys hard, evading  
checks while carrying the puck, and showing offensive bursts you don’t expect from guys with his  
type of profile. A simple, nastiness to his game should progress in ’14.  
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66 Alex  
Peters 

Plymouth D 

The Clark Bishop of defensemen this draft. A true shutdown defenseman who knows who he  
is and stuck to playing simple D for a below average Whaler's team. At his best when he's  
making simple plays all over the rink. Uses long reach and great mobility to stifle forwards.  
Owns the defensive zone combining a veteran approach in positioning and quick, low  
risk chess moves up ice. Not much offensive upside, will be a homerun pick for a team that needs  
a transparent prospect.  

    
 

67 Dryden  
Hunt 

Regina LW 

If you are scouting this kid based off of viewings up until November, you are missing the point.  
Losing a whole year due to back to back concussions understandably caused a slow start with  
3PTS in his first 18GP. After being a 'Diamond' in our mid-year newsletter, proved us right and  
was firing by the time playoffs rolled around. Gritty, can skate, differentiating shot and has  
something else in him offensively that we haven't seen in it's entirety. 

    
 

68 William 
Lagesson 

Frolunda D 

Quite possibly the stingiest defenseman in the draft frustrates forwards. Will not give an inch  
to forwards and treats the crease as his territory he will die for. Memorable stand against USA’s  
Alex Tuch drawing his focus off the play and on him. A bit knockneed, adding more lower  
body strength will make him even more effective. Decent puck skills as one of the more productive  
SuperElit D. 

    
 

69 Dylan  
Sadowy 

Saginaw C 

Most people sleep on his actual skill level due to his low assist total, buts a guy who scored the  
same amount of points in 9 less GP as captain Dal Colle for Vaughn back in 2012. Grounded  
skater (plodding or methodical depending on your take) nothing throws this guy off. Canine  
nose for the net. Great board work. The linemate who covers active Spirit D. Not flashy, but can't  
say enough about his steadiness. 

    
 

70 Shane 
Eiserman 

Dubuque LW 

Ditched Prep for a bigger stage, but wasn't able to grab the reigns as tightly as he may have liked.  
Interestingly may have only slightly improved draft stock. Guy is a terror if he's on the ice and you  
have the puck. Can steal the puck simply by manhandling opponents with a huge hit or slight bump.  
Has good jump. Needs to improve decisions in passing situations. Doesn't hold onto the puck 
enough to rank him higher. Has sexy tools and should be great NCAA'er. 
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71 Ryan  
Rehill 

Kamloops D 

Assistant captain stepped into the role of patrol guardian for the Western Conference’s worst team.  
No one took liberties with his teammates. Has no reservation hitting, crosschecking, and dropping  
you with a punch all in a matter of seconds. Moves very slowly, expectedly. Keeps good positioning,  
suffocates forwards below his goalline, can even evade forecheckers to start the rush from behind  
his net with some grace. Loses focus with short range passes. The kind of guy you want to tone  
down when he’s your prospect, has the tools to become better than projected. 

    
 

72 Juho 
Lammikko 

Assat LW 

The tall Finnish winger bested Kasperi Kapanen at this past U18 as Finland's leading point getter.  
He had more than a PPG at U20 level, and has performed well in international tournaments. He  
plays a smart game off the wall, using good anticipation to read the play well. He is generally a good  
skater who could improve his first few steps. He keeps his legs moving always, and has no problem  
going to the net. He's an underrated player who stood out for an abysmal team Finland.  

    
 

73 Nelson  
Nogier 

Saskatoon D 

Smooth general had a rough shoulder injury cut his season short in December. Very underrated as a  
result and will be great value. Multi directional skater could use more strength but has the makeup  
to become a very good two way defenseman. Offense will come along in the next year. Knows what  
to do with the puck when he gets it and raraely makes mistakes. Great, sensible play starter is an  
understated influence.  

    
 

74 JJ  
Piccinich  

Youngstown  RW 

BU power forward recruit improved dramatically on his rookie season with the Phantoms.  
North-South forward with some east-west stickhandle in him. Decent skater can look pretty  
fast or like he's in quicksand and tired depending on when you catch him. Conditioning is  
something he needs to improve on. Not overly physical, he goes hard and straight ahead regardless  
of the contact that may await him. Good potential mix of size and skill to let marinate in the NCAA.  

    
 

75 Aaron  
Irving 

Edmonton D 

If you took his season and split it in two halves, you would wind up looking at two different athletes.  
Was sky high going into the Top Prospects and then was bottom dwelling post - none of which was  
his fault. Provided he doesn't get shafted next year too, he will have a huge rebound season as a  
two way stud. Not the biggest guy, but really athletic, quick, and physical giving him advantages  
along the boards and below the goal line. Has a cannon shot and can handle himself in offensive  
situations. One of the toughest to rank. 
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76 Alex  
Goulet 

Charlottetown C 

So close from being a real player in the DraftBuzz top 60, but serious negative traits left him on the  
outside looking in. Absolute speed demon who has passable puckhandling and decision making  
at top speed. Doesn't utilize his top speed to generate enough physical force. Gets in on passing 
lanes fast and is a threat to disrupt. Guy does not care about his own end and has not earned his  
centerman-ship. More suited to wing. Forces his wingers to pick up his coverage and is focused  
on leaving his zone the second he gets back in. 

    
 

77 Radel  
Fazleev 

Calgary C 

The typical what you hear doesn't match up with what you see prospect. On radar since November,  
his game hadn't changed one bit the whole season and he didn't battle inconsistency. Was scouts  
consolation prize when Virtanen was choking in the first half of  the season. Strong, fluid skater  
who has good intuition about supporting the play when he doesn't have the puck. Comfortable  
stickhandler who is an above average passer with neat vision. Playoff success is a sneak peak of  
what is in store for 2014. 

    
 

78 Emil 
Johansson 

HV71 LD 
Thin build rover conjures images of an NHL’er with picturesque mobility. Has a pro movement  
about him. Very light on his skates currently. Underwhelming passing and shooting lacking  
oomph that we hope comes along with physical maturation. Has immense potential if he can find  
the right playing environment.  Too good for Allsvenskan, had an okay first SuperElit season.  

    
 

79 Connor 
Chatham 

Plymouth RW 

If Chatham could have found any sort of consistency in any part of his game, he likely would have  
garnered a lot more press as a hot rising power forward. Enormous, with elite acceleration, can 
create a rush from a standstill and blow by the field. In one game you can see him getting pushed 
around, yet come back a period later and destroy a guy with an open ice hit. Has very likeable tools; 
just doesn't really get it as far as what he has to do nightly.  

    
 

80 Edgars  
Kulda 

Edmonton LW 

Deadly, steadfast sniper showed complete progression that was evident in his ability to handle  
more of an offensive role. Has a sharp stickhandling style with passing that can stun opponents.  
Knows where to place the puck in all offensive situations. Needs to add more power to his skating  
and involve himself better physically. Really spiked his draft stock with a great playoff and Memorial 
Cup.  
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81 Gavin 
Bayreuther 

St. Lawrence D 

A twice passed over offensive defenseman. Why the intrigue? Expecting to play lacrosse, he wasn't  
all in on hockey pre-draft and lost any NHL traction he had. Now one of the top D in the NCAA  
as a freshman with a booming shot that gets him respect from his opponents. Hockey committed  
now and still nowhere near his ceiling. DraftBuzz sees a need for him to pick up his pace and  
act more crisply, echoing his coaches comments of improving skating and conditioning. This dog  
ain't done learning tricks.. 

    
 

82 Hayden 
Hodgson 

Sarnia RW 

Apparently a very good baseball prospect, now a sleeper who may just be starting to scratch the 
surface of his hockey talents. A growing kid who stands out for his superb burst and energy on the 
puck. Threatening off the rush on the wing and in the corners with his size. Can get his shot off on 
the fly. Everything about him seems rough and underdeveloped but exciting. Gained a ton of 
experience in different situations towards end of year. Project pick who could turn out to be a fast, 
gritty power forward with skill over time. 

    
 

83 Clark  
Bishop 

Cape Breton C 

A soldier Hockey Canada has liked for good reason. All grit and hustle. An intense competitor 
whose game is as tough as they come. A true competitor thrives on making life difficult for 
opponents all over the ice. Has decent skating with above average lateral quickness helping him get 
in on the forecheck. Does everything hard and pounds away at opposition. Limited offense right 
now, but counting guys like these out never ends well. As if he needed any more proof he will go 
through a wall to win, he placed #1 in Aerobic Duration at the combine with 15:03 min (63 seconds 
longer than 2nd place).  

    
 

84 Julien  
Nantel 

Rouyn 
Noranda 

LW 

Explosive skater with a thick build had a Q rookie season with growing pains. Smart, two way 
forward with a bit of an unsatisfying offensive skillset. Flaunts catchy rushes that he looks like he 
can’t handle at times. Ineffective hitter takes himself off balance. As a skater he looks a level above, 
but may need a year or two more to think and act with more conviction. Always contributing in a 
positive way. 

    
 

85 Noah  
Rod 

Geneve-
Servette 

RW 
Punishing winger with noticeable jump to his game performed well against peers at U18. Didn’t just 
live off Fiala; shift after shift he disturbed the peace himself. A tireless competitor he has a nice, 
heavy shot and underrated hands. Emphasizing Rod’s fierce competitiveness, he scored more points 
in the playoffs than all year in Swiss’ highest league with 16 less games.  
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86 Mark 
Friedman 

Waterloo D 

Smallish, Canadian USHL defenseman wreaks of a go to player whose only concern is size.  
BGSU recruit will be going to a club with a decent rolodex of NHL alumni including Rob Blake and 
Kevin Bieksa. Precise footwork and elite mobility with buttery hands. Knows what he's doing when 
he gets the puck and is like a 4th forward when his team heads up ice. Plays with a good amount of 
grit and will hold up to the NCAA game just fine. One of those guys could be great pro prospect if 
he can gain an inch or two in height.  

    
 

87 Vladimir 
Tkachev 

Moncton LW 

Burst onto the scene with an impressive Super Series with 2G, 2A then defected to the QMJHL 
midseason presumably after not making Team Russia for the WJC. Small but electric winger is not 
your typical small European. He drives the net like he's bigger, and was even throwing hits in the 
playoffs. Can get drilled if he's too into the puck. Something about this guy is not steady RE 
mideason change. Huge talent may always be risk to fly back home. 

    
 

88 Francis  
Perron 

Rouyn-
Noranda 

RW 
Enigmatic winger is a fairly polished offensive threat. Exciting skater who has great puck control. 
Doesn’t shy away from contact. Will push the pace by flying up ice and has the ability to stop on a 
dime and rifle a shot top shelf from a distance. Smart and sneaky. If he’s not up for the game, he’ll 
annoy you with fits of skill thrown away. Has differentiating tools once outside of the top 30.  

    
 

89 Andrew 
Mangiapane 

Barrie LW 
Noticeably the Colts next smallest forward to 5’6’’ Fawcett, Mangiapane works for every inch of ice 
he gets which is not much. A tenacious player who doesn’t give up on plays is limited by light 
weight. Orchestrates some highly skilled plays that you wish came in a bigger package. Needs his 
space or he gets snuffed out to the boards. Has all the typical small guy components plus heart.  

    
 

90 Kyle  
Jenkins 

Sault Ste 
Marie 

D 

As someone who stands out for his fluid skating stride and passing ability, he always ends up boring 
DraftBuzz. Doesn't really mess up, but doesn't have that extra layer to his game in any area. Steady, 
like a less hyped and able McKeown. He's there and gets his job done - a good thing. Will go after a 
hit, will attempt a long breakout. If he adds any semblance of dynamic punch to his game, watch out 
because all of the pieces are there. 
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91 Anders  
Bjork 

USA NTDP RW 

Smooth, calculated two-way winger has a desirable overall package. Saw some really nice snipes, 
and good crafty hands in traffic over the course of the year. Unfazed by rough stuff, he’s a low cost 
forward for a team as you know what you’re getting. One of those guys right at the cusp of being 
more than what he is. Just not sure he’s got another level in him, which he’ll need as he can lull you 
to sleep sometimes.  

    
 

92 Brent  
Moran 

Niagara G 

Ended the regular season and started the playoffs as one of the hottest goaltenders in the OHL, only 
to give up 9G in 2GP to allow NIA series to go to 7G. Huge, likes a crouched stance where he waits 
as he doesn't drop as often as other tenders. Good post to post movement if the play isn't 
imminent/near the net. Sucks in shots with his size. Reactions are not as quick as you'd like if 
forwards drive the net or shoot on the move. Very volatile guy - either really high or really low. 

    
 

93 Marcus 
Petterson 

Skelleftea D 

A mystery prospect to some who are saying he could challenge first round - may happen, we just 
don't see it justified. He's tall, lean (placed 2nd in body fat % at combine), and moves quite 
smoothly. A former forward recently converted defenseman shows it and not in a good way. Hasn't 
shown offensive competence with his age group. Gets overpowered physically, burned wide with 
speed, beat with smarts. Noticeably good at stick checking.  

    
 

94 Hunter  
Smith 

Oshawa LW 

Having been passed over in last year's draft, Oshawa's Big Rig improved by leaps and bounds this 
year. He lived up to the big man on campus billing by being a nightly monster on the wing hitting, 
fighting, and disturbing the crease. Deceptively skilled, he has a surprisingly good ability to dish the 
puck. His skating is not terrible, but he needs to pull it together with more weight and coordination. 
Coming close to a PPG in the playoffs, Smith is intriguing as a potential Josh Anderson 2.0.  

    
 

95 Ryan 
Hitchcock 

USA NTDP LW 
Harvard commit has admirable round to his game and shows his brains on ice. Player you can 
always count on to do his job. Outperforms his size though it is a major element earning downgrade. 
No real flaws to list other than the fact that he probably won’t be more than an energy guy who will 
battle for you. Likeable player is the consummate teammate and potential pro. 
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96 Alex 
Schoenborn 

Portland RW 
Physical in your face winger thrives when he’s in the midst of the forecheck. Keeps up with Turgeon 
and Iverson and supports them well. Effective when playing a straight forward style as he doesn’t 
have a natural handle on the puck. Prone to botched play under pressure. Solid all around though 
someone you hope can add a little more offense and translate as a checking winger. 

    
 

97 Julien  
Pelletier  

Cape Breton LW 

As a captain as recently as last year in QUE AAA hockey, he provided Cape Breton with 
phenomenal secondary support as a rookie winger. No nonsense, stocky winger had a few fights 
backing up his clean, rough style. Can cut through the neutral zone with real nice acceleration and 
handle on the puck. Has great hockey makeup and is one who will unquestionably take the next 
step. FWIW came out of nowhere and took 1st in both bench press categories at the combine. 

    
 

98 David  
Tomasek 

Belleville C 
First year, letter wearer, Euro. Destined to break out next year if Belleville will actually play the guy. 
Never saw an A sit as much as David. Smooth skater with pickup, shows above average patience with 
the puck. Able to make plays that make you believe he a lot more talent than on display. Didn’t find 
himself around contact much, but he isn’t soft. Looking forward to seeing him with a better cast. 

    
 

99 Shane  
Gersich 

USA NTDP LW 

A role player who gets the job done while not being that spectacular is headed to UND after having 
an ordinary year with USA NTDP. Skates hard and for his average abilities actually complimented 
wonderkids Matthews and Connor nicely with grit and substance. Looks like a sturdy athlete and is 
bigger than Hitchcock. Who knows, he could surprise and add more offensive flair to his game or 
just translate really seamlessly to a higher level.  

    
 

100 Rinat  
Valiev 

Kootenay D 

Coincidentally Valiev's 2nd year of eligibility came along with the increased throngs of scouts 
desiring to monitor Reinhart by the day. Unfortunately a half of a season in the USHL wasn't 
convincing enough for NHL scouts. Took another step forward this year in the WHL as a smooth, 
two way D. Sharp decision maker, who uses different paces of shots depending on the traffic. Could 
be an option starting in the late 3rd round for a team seeking an older prospect.  
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101 Liam  
Pecararo  

Waterloo RW 

Ultra talented, speedy winger showed up better than some of the higher touted players like 
Schmaltz and Eiserman, especially with a 14PT in 12GP playoff run. Goes full blast into corners and 
the front of the net looking for loose pucks. Gets himself in trouble as his brain doesn't process his 
physical limitations in certain situations as is he so light. Bounces off of checks which draw energy 
and take him away from play. Really interesting guy with equal amount of heart and skill.  

    
 

102 Daniel  
Audette 

Sherbrooke C 

Playing for the worst team in the QMJHL turned this potential gem into a pumpkin for DB. 
Something unraveled with Audette as the year went on. He stopped looking like a small dynamo 
who would dominate possession and was just a small guy unable to make the same impact. Still, 
gritty, and ultra talented he needs to find himself to have a shot at regaining standing as a legit 
prospect and not a dud.  

    
 

103 Reid  
Duke 

Lethbridge C 

Must celebrate the fact that he wasn't the worst plus/minus having -47 playing for the WHL's worst 
team (-62 took #1). Was a board rattler at Hlinka camp making his season unfortunate. Energetic 
skater who is light on his skates. Can be annoying to play against. Actually shows up in his own end, 
just is very weak on the puck. Needs to apply himself better as he was way too submissive overall for 
a player of his ability. 

    
 

104 Dmitrii 
Sergeev 

Kitchener D 

A true case of needing leniency on an adjustment period after coming over from Chelyabinsk, 
Russia, started actualizing his abilities towards the last few games of the Rangers' season. 
Miraculously the only plus player on a team where the beloved MacInnis is a -28. Has a wide range 
of tools that really was only on display in small spurts. Very big upside as a D who can make the 
outlet, lay an open ice hit, and dangle for offense. 

    
 

105 Ryan  
MacInnis 

Kitchener C 

Largely overhyped due to size and name recognition, stays in DraftBuzz sights with a constantly 
evolving game. Took responsibility for rapidly improving his skating, which was horrendous early 
on. When his stats didn't materialize as hoped, took on a more physical role. Currently presents as a 
slower version of Colton Gillies. Is good all around. Does not impress as a guy who can take over the 
reigns and make things happen on the ice. 
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106 Andreas 
Englund 

Djurgarden D 
Behemoth caught our attention at Hlinka with a rudimentary approach. Rarely beaten, rarely does 
anything remotely exciting. Keeps his assignments better or as good as than any other SWE 
defender making scouting waves. Earns respect with a low risk, low reward style. Though he wasn't 
featured as much, DraftBuzz likes his hockey sense better than a similar player in Mattson. 

    
 

107 Ryan  
Collins 

USA NTDP D 

Towering rearguard is a primarily finesse revelation who hasn't had the most opportunity at US 
NTDP just like a few other defenseman on that team. Looking into his history, he's never had a 
chance to really produce and settle down as a leader at any level. Has really swift feet and soft touch 
on the puck. Ugly near his net and below the goalline. Could stand to become a more regular 
punishing force. Enormous guy is just now growing into his frame at sub 200 making him a definite 
long term project at UMINN. 

    
 

108 Warren 
Foegele 

St. Andrews LW 

Draws a certain ambivalence as he’s only a tools projection vs. terrible competition. Blows by, and 
manhandles his peers with an athletic physicality to him. Extremely skewed scoring output with 
some pathetic, atom level type attempts by goalies. Don’t see a natural ability with him, but oddly 
enough like his NCAA potential down the line with three S’s. You hope he can pull it off as a 
complimentary PF. 

    
 

109 Dylan 
Gambrell 

Dubuque RW 

Taking backseat to Malone and Eiserman, was a little slow to receive attention as a result. Interesting 
player for long-term investment. Has good speed, hands, and puts in the work. Overall package is a 
little better than where he is currently ranked and looks like he can hang at higher level. Has 
questionable hockey sense as he showed a real inability to take care of the puck where it matters 
most  - near his own net. 

    
 

110 CJ  
Yakimowicz 

London LW 

PF wildcard went from AYHL to NTDP to London in the OHL. Has potential in everything you 
look for in size, skating, and competitiveness. Lacks an offensive element now as he is unable to do 
much with the puck. Always stands out for a big guy with a motor, but never shows to be a finished 
product. Needs some major progress, but did have a half season with none other than Mr late 
bloomer Josh Anderson. 
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111 Chase  
De Leo 

Portland C 
Diminutive center has gotten along well with Portland’s top liners. Frustrating guy to watch who 
randomly picks what style he’ll play game to game – soft and perimeter vs. creative and gritty. Can 
make D miss, and is a quick distributor all over the ice. Falls a bit in rank, as he doesn’t seem to 
have a purpose other than not messing up while riding shotgun to his linemates.    

    
 

112 Louie  
Belpedio 

USA NTDP D 

Team USA's captain left a bad taste in our mouth with an oddly quiet U18. After being one of the 
better, more consistent defensemen at the height of the year, DraftBuzz expected the slick puck 
mover to take advantage of the extra room and really step up offensively. He did not. Maybe it was 
awe from being overseas, or frustration with Hanifin's emergence. Needs to jump up into the play 
and channel the offense in order to make his size work. Typically tries to be physical and is certainly 
a reliable presence. Expecting more, he slides a bit when put up against other likeminded 
defensemen. 

    
 

113 Richard 
Nejezchleb 

Brandon RW 

CZE import whose real draft by DOB was the 2012 NHL Draft. Big, on and off nasty goal scorer. 
Scores the most power forward goals with the least amount of contact. Knows where to be and can 
diversify shots in a matter of seconds. Decent skater who could get quicker. Worth a flier in a later 
round due to size and intrigue around missed playing time.  

    
 

114 Jared  
Fiegl 

USA NTDP C 

Part of a gritty seek and destroy line with heavy Joe Wegwerth, was tremendous throughout the year 
and in the spotlight for faceoff specialty and hard hitting. A forward you can watch skate all day with 
a blend of size, power, and speed. Decent hands with the puck for a guy whose line was far down in 
the pecking order to be shifted. Going to Cornell, has all the time in the world to continue to 
develop offensively and step up as an NCAA leader.  

    
 

115 Kevin  
Elgestal 

Frolunda RW 

Impressive at the Hlinka tournament, okay at the WJC U18, and a workmanlike season in the 
SuperElit play gets him a bid in the top 120 ahead of previously championed flub Karlsson. Not a 
pretty skater by any means but gets to where he needs to go. Busy bee all over the ice who doesn't 
let up has an average skillset. Works hard in the difficult areas of the ice and not afraid to get to the 
net and take punishment. Needs to round out his tools quite a bit, but has a good attitude that may 
just help things along. 
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116 Alexis  
Vanier 

Baie-Comeau LD 
An absolute massive specimen on D whose season was derailed by an untimely first half shoulder 
injury. DraftBuzz initially thought he was going to take off. Heavy footed, heavy hitting, heavy 
shooting. Though somewhat flawed, he combines offense with nastiness in an old fashioned kind of 
way. Has the pieces to do some damage if he can recover some of his pre-injury mojo.  

    
 

117 Nikita 
Lyamkin 

Chicoutimi D Beanpole on the backend made himself relevant again with a 5A U18 tournament after his first year  
in NA didn't go so well. A+ skater can't same the same about his intelligence outside of the offensive  
zone. Plays with some edge; more weight will do wonders for his defensive effectiveness. 

    
 

118 Anton 
Karlsson 

Frolunda RW 

Talk about a guy who fell hard from 1st round adoration. The reason you don’t chase size and 
physicality so early pre-draft year. Looked progressively worse as playing formats got progressively 
easier. Okay skater who plays with an edge, but so what? He’s not effective at doing much of 
anything useful and SWE has some other bright talents to focus on. 

    
 

119 Oskar 
Lindblom 

Brynas RW 

Lethargic skating bull has name recognition from beginning of year praise. Admirably has 
performed up to big stakes with 6G in 7GP in J20 playoffs and a good U18. Pulls off playing at his 
own pace with the puck. Loves to drive the slot and get to the net in a non forceful way. Away from 
the puck he is slow to react. Decent potential with puck ability and possession game if skating 
improves.   

    
 

120 Hayden  
Shaw 

Waterloo D 

DraftBuzz caught him in his first ever USHL game with Youngstown and he recorded an assist.  
Had an average year for a draft eligible in the USHL, but good one considering he a few years  
away from NCAA and this was his rookie season. Has hockey contacts and will be going to UND.  
A pure puck mover, with good overall ability. Needs to beef up and get into the thick of things  
more defensively. You can see it in his movement that he prefers to focus on offense. Could have  
a steep development curve, and be a commodity if he models his game after Friedman. 
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NHL MOCK DRAFT 
 

1.   SAM BENNETT, C 

NOTE: Panthers could use a gritty, skilled captain.  

OPTION B: AARON EKBLAD, D 
COMMENT: ‘Most believe Ekblad is the frontrunner. He’s option B for 
us as Florida has had trouble developing big defensemen, and has swung 
early for defenseman recently. Tallon’s remarks about the type of draft 
year combined with interest in trading means Ekblad is no guarantee.’ 
NHL YOUTH 
Forward: Barkov, Huberdeau, Bjustad 
Defense: Kulikov, Gudbranson, Olsen 
SYSTEM 
Forward: Trocheck, Shore, Grimaldi 
Defense: Matheson, McCoshen, Petrovic  

2.   SAM REINHART, C 

NOTE: Sabres finally grab a safe, high IQ top pick. 

OPTION B: LEON DRAISAITL, C 
COMMENT: ‘With Ristolainen and Zadorov as the last two first 
rounders, Buffalo would be wise to invest in a forward. They love their 
big, project, high upside forwards with flaws they deem correctable. 
NHL YOUTH: 
Forward: Hodgson, Ennis, Foligno, Girgensons 
Defense: Myers, Pysyk 
SYSTEM 
Forward:Armia, Grigorenko, Compher, Baptiste  
Defense: Zadorov, Ristolainen, McCabe, Carrier 

3.  AARON EKBLAD, D 

NOTE: Oilers rejoice in getting their man while filling need. 

OPTION B: JAKE VIRTANEN, RW  
COMMENT: ‘Edmonton loves speed and raw power. Consider the 
Hitman a darkhorse pick to join Moroz as a bash brother.’ 
NHL YOUTH 
Forward: Hall, Eberle, Nugent-Hopkins, Yakupov 
Defense: Schultz, Larsen, Marincin 
SYSTEM 
Forward: Moroz 
Defense: Nurse, Klefbom 

 
 

4.  NIKOLAJ EHLERS, RW 
 
NOTE: Flames snag pure offense in Danish blazer. 
 
OPTION B: WILLIAM NYLANDER, C 
COMMENT: ‘Tough to peg, the Flames drafting MO has been fast, gritty, 
and dripping raw offensive ability. The bloodlined Swede fits.’ 
NHL YOUTH 
Forward: Monahan, Colborne, Bouma 
Defense: Brodie  
SYSTEM 
Forward: Gaudreau, Baertschi, Reinhart, Granlund, Poirier, Klimchuk 
Defense: Wotherspoon 
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5.   NICK RITCHIE, LW 
 
NOTE: NYI loves their power forwards especially this monster. 
 
OPTION B: JAKE VIRTANEN, RW 
COMMENT: ‘Since 2010, the NYI have shown a keen interest in big 
forwards with skill. 2012 saw 7/7 selections as D. It’s time for them to raise 
another hard to handle winger.’ 
NHL YOUTH 
Forward: Tavares, Bailey, Nelson, Cizikas 
Defense: Hamonic, De Haan, Donovan  
SYSTEM 
Forward: Strome, Lee 
Defense: Reinhart, Pulock, Ness 
 

6.   MICHAEL DAL COLLE, LW 
 
NOTE: VAN is happy with the pure goal scorer they’ve seen a lot of. 
 
OPTION B: LEON DRAISAITL, C 
COMMENT: ‘No real uncovered bias here. Vancouver needs all types of 
youth big time with an aging pro team. Leon would give them a shot in the 
arm and we know they’re not afraid of bigger, slower centers.’ 
NHL YOUTH 
Forward: Kassian, Dalpe 
Defense: Tanev  
SYSTEM 
Forward: Horvat, Shinkaruk, Gaunce, Jensen 
Defense: Subban, Corrado 
 

 

7.   KEVIN FIALA, RW 
 
NOTE: CAR goes back to SWE for a high octane forward. 
 
OPTION B: ROBERT FABBRI, C 
COMMENT: ‘See 0 impact WHL’ers in their immediate history and it is 
obvious the Hurricanes love the OHL and small, speedy, gritty forwards from 
there.’ 
NHL YOUTH 
Forward: Skinner, Lindholm 
Defense: Faulk, Murphy 
SYSTEM 
Forward: Loktionov, McGinn, DiGiuseppe, Rask 
Defense: Pesce, Carrick 
 

8.   WILLIAM NYLANDER, C 
 
NOTE: TOR goes with the BPA who fits a drafting philosophy. 
 
OPTION B: JAKE VIRTANEN, RW 
COMMENT: ‘Not only does TOR like speed and high skill, they do not have 
a player like Virtanen either on the big club or in the farm. They need 
physicality bad.’ 
NHL YOUTH 
Forward: Kadri 
Defense: Rielly, Gardiner 
SYSTEM 
Forward: Holland, Ashton, D’Amigo 
Defense: Finn 
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9.   JAKE VIRTANEN, RW 
 
NOTE: WPG is transparent in selection of highly skilled character. 
 
OPTION B:  DYLAN LARKIN, C 
COMMENT: ‘Larkin actually fits the mold better, but Jets previous picks 
haven’t been reaches.’ 
NHL YOUTH 
Forward: Kane, Schiefele 
Defense: Trouba, Bogosian 
SYSTEM 
Forward: Petan, Copp, Klingberg 
Defense: Morrissey 
 

10.   LEON DRAISAITL, C 
 
NOTE: ANA gets deja-vu richer and doesn’t hesitate to take big, BPA.  
 
OPTION B:  KASPERI KAPANEN, RW 
COMMENT: ‘Ducks like pure talent and could afford to stash Kapanen and 
let him take his time developing regardless of how horrible his team is.’ 
NHL YOUTH 
Forward: Silfverberg, Smith-Pelley 
Defense: Lindholm, Fowler 
SYSTEM 
Forward: Rackell, Kerdiles, Karlsson 
Defense: Theodore 
 
 
 

 

11.   KASPERI KAPANEN, RW 
 
NOTE: NAS looks to Scandinavia to add the next potential great Finn. 
 
OPTION B:  DAVID PASTRNAK, RW 
COMMENT: ‘The Predators have a thing for Swedes, and if BPA isn’t 
obvious they like Pastrnak who is a consolation prize for any team interested 
in Ehlers.’  
NHL YOUTH 
Forward: Smith, Wilson, Bourque 
Defense: Josi, Ellis, Jones 
SYSTEM 
Forward: Jarnkrok, Forsberg, Sissons, Leipsic 
Defense: Diaby, Aberg 
 

12.   JARED MCCANN, C 
 
NOTE: PHX goes back to the OHL to get versatile pivot. 
 
OPTION B:  ROBERT FABBRI, C 
COMMENT: ‘The Coyoes didn’t mind taking small dynamo Domi last year 
and seem to like their gritty CHL’ers.’ 
NHL YOUTH 
Forward: Boedker 
Defense: Ekman-Larsson, Stone 
SYSTEM 
Forward: Domi, Samuelsson, Lessio 
Defense: Murphy, Gormley 
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13.   BRENDAN PERLINI, LW 
 
NOTE: WSH goes hard after the tall, skilled winger who they think is BPA. 
 
OPTION B:  ALEX TUCH, RW 
COMMENT: ‘If they liked Wilson, the Capitals will love Tuch who blends 
nastiness with finesse.’ 
NHL YOUTH 
Forward: Johansson, Wilson, Kuznetsov 
Defense: Carlson, Orlov 
SYSTEM 
Forward:  Burakovsky, Stephenson 
Defense: Carrick, Bowey 
 
 

14.  HAYDN FLEURY, D 
 
NOTE: DAL fills system need with two way stud. 
 
OPTION B:  TRAVIS SANHEIM, D 
COMMENT: ‘Toss up between the two, the Stars seem to favor bigger 
players who have a lot of room to grow.’ 
NHL YOUTH 
Forward: Seguin, Eakin, Chiasson, Nicushkin 
Defense: Dillon 
SYSTEM 
Forward:  Faksa, Dickinson, Elie 
Defense: Oleksiak, Bystrom 
 
 

15.  JULIUS HONKA, D 
 
NOTE: DET needs to beef up their defensive system with a puck mover. 
 
OPTION B:  JAKUB VRANA, RW 
COMMENT: ‘While the Red Wings have not selected a D in the first round 
since 2007, they make make an exception for this high IQ defender. If they 
don’t sniper Vrana is a match.’ 
NHL YOUTH 
Forward: Tatar, Sheahan, Jurco 
Defense: Dekeyser, Lashoff 
SYSTEM 
Forward:  Mantha, Nastiuk, Bertuzzi, Pulkkinen 
Defense: Ouellet, Sproul 
 
 

16.    TRAVIS SANHEIM, D 
 
NOTE: CBS roll the dice on this rapidly developing D.  
 
OPTION B:  JACK DOUGHERTY, D 
COMMENT: ‘At a glance it appears the Blue Jackets have pumped life into 
their system with this past draft allowing them to gamble a bit this year. If 
they don’t feel so risky, the USA product is a trustworthy defender.’  
NHL YOUTH 
Forward: Johansson, Jenner, Calvert, Savard 
Defense: Murray, Prout 
SYSTEM 
Forward: Chaput, Wennberg, Dano, Rychel, Bjorkstrand 
Defense: Heatherington 
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17.   ALEX TUCH, RW 
 
NOTE: PHI sees this power winger satisfying their brawn requirement.  
 
OPTION B:  ROBERT FABBRI, C 
COMMENT: ‘As long as the Flyers stay with status quo, they might see 
flashes of a few former draft picks in the Storm warrior.’  
NHL YOUTH 
Forward: Couturier, Schenn, Rinaldo 
Defense: Schenn 
SYSTEM 
Forward: Laughton, McGinn 
Defense: Morin, Hagg, Gostisebhere 
 

18.   ADRIAN KEMPE, RW 
 
NOTE: MIN goes to SWE to grab a young power forward.  
 
OPTION B:  JACK DOUGHERTY, D 
COMMENT: ‘The Wild see an opportunity to get a lynchpin from an area 
that they have shown an interest in.’  
NHL YOUTH 
Forward: Granlund, Niederreiter, Coyle, Haula 
Defense: Spurgeon, Brodin, Scandella 
SYSTEM 
Forward: Bussieres, Phillips, Zucker 
Defense: Oloffson, Dumba 
 

19.   ROBERT FABBRI, C 
 
NOTE: TB takes this unexpected faller who is small but tough/skilled.  
 
OPTION B: VLADISLAV KAMENEV, C 
COMMENT: ‘The Lightning have no issue with Russians and now that 
reports have surfaced of Kamenev being intersted in coming over for CHL 
hockey, he will be an option much earlier than most think.’  
NHL YOUTH 
Forward: Stamkos, Palat, Johnson, Killorn, Brown, Kucherov, Panik 
Defense: Hedman, Gudas, Barberio 
SYSTEM 
Forward: Drouin, Erne, Paquette, Namestnikov 
Defense: Koekkoek 
Goalie: Vasilevski 
 

20.   SONNY MILANO, LW 
 
NOTE: SJ needs to restock their system badly and start with an elite winger.  
 
OPTION B: DYLAN LARKIN, C 
COMMENT: ‘The Sharks could just easily go for Milano’s teammate Larkin 
who is a North-South heart and soul centerman.’  
NHL YOUTH 
Forward: Hertl, Nieto 
Defense:  
SYSTEM 
Forward: Tierney 
Defense: Mueller 
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21.   JACK DOUGHERTY, D 
 
NOTE: STL bites on the USA D needing a little bit of everything. 
 
OPTION B: IVAN BARBASHEV, C 
COMMENT: ‘The Blues have a mix of different style of draft selections over 
the year, making us believe the hard hitting, slick center could fit.’  
NHL YOUTH 
Forward: Schwartz, Tarasenko, Paajarvi-Svensson 
Defense: Pietrangelo 
SYSTEM 
Forward: Rattie, Jaskin 
Defense: Vannelli, Schmaltz 
 

22.   DYLAN LARKIN, C 
 
NOTE: PIT needs young forward talent ASAP choosing a mature pivot. 
 
OPTION B: NIKITA SCHERBAK, RW 
COMMENT: ‘Having not picked a relevant first round forward since Jordan 
Staal in 2006, the Penguins current interest is a mystery. The opportunistic 
winger may intrigue with pure skill level.’  
NHL YOUTH 
Forward:  
Defense: Maatta 
SYSTEM 
Forward: Bennett, Blueger, Guentzel  
Defense: Pouliot, Despres, Dumoulin 
 
 

23.   CONNER BLEACKLEY, C 
 
NOTE: COL looks to add yet another high character CHL’er. 
 
OPTION B: ROLAND MCKEOWN, D 
COMMENT: ‘The Avalanche and DeAngelo would be a perfit fit if his 
character wasn’t in question. McKeown fits the bill if they aren’t satisfied 
with the amount of D currently in the system.’  
NHL YOUTH 
Forward: Duchene, Landeskog, O’Reilly, Mackinnon 
Defense: Barrie 
SYSTEM 
Forward: Heard 
Defense: Elliot, Bigras, Siemens 
 

24.   JAKUB VRANA, RW 
 
10th OVERALL: LEON DRAISAITL, C 
NOTE: ANA runs to the podium to get this underrated sniper. 
 
OPTION B:  DOMINIK MASIN, D 
COMMENT: ‘Ducks coud use a good defensive presence with some snarl.’ 
NHL YOUTH 
Forward: Silfverberg, Smith-Pelley 
Defense: Lindholm, Fowler 
SYSTEM 
Forward: Rackell, Kerdiles, Karlsson 
Defense: Theodore 
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25.   NIKITA SCHERBAK, RW 
 
NOTE: BOS selects the inconsistent, hulking winger. 
 
OPTION B:  RYAN DONATO, C 
COMMENT: ‘The Bruins wouldn’t be out of line or reaching picking the son 
of a former homegrown.’ 
NHL YOUTH 
Forward: Smith 
Defense: Krug, Hamilton 
SYSTEM 
Forward: Khoklachev, Caron, Spooner  
Defense: Arnesson 
Goalie: Subban 
 

26.   ROLAND MCKEOWN, D 
 
NOTE: MTL takes the well bred magnicificent skating D. 
 
OPTION B:  NICK SCHMALTZ, RW 
COMMENT: ‘The Canadiens and he are almost too good of a match 
considering their homerun with Pacioretty and long standing like for long 
term American prospects.’ 
NHL YOUTH 
Forward: Gallagher, Galchenyuk, Bournival 
Defense:  
SYSTEM 
Forward: McCarron, De La Rose, Bozon 
Defense: Beaulieu, Tinordi, Thrower 
Goalie: Fucale 
 

27.   AARON IRVING, D 
 
NOTE: CHI loves the underdog with grit. 
 
OPTION B:  MARCUS PETTERSON, D 
COMMENT: ‘The BlackHawks could take a SWE leap reach for a potential 
gem D with men’s experience already.’ 
NHL YOUTH 
Forward: Saad, Shaw, Kruger 
Defense: Leddy 
SYSTEM 
Forward: Hartman, Teravainen, McNeill, Danault, Morin, Nordstrom 
Defense: Clendening 
 
 
 

28.   DOMINIK MASIN, D 
 
19th OVERALL: ROBERT FABBRI, C 
NOTE: TB hopes to strike gold with another CZE steal at D. 
 
OPTION B: ANTHONY DEANGELO, D 
COMMENT: ‘With the selection of a high character player already at 19, the 
Lightning could use this 2nd first rounder to take a risk in choosing an elite, 
controversial puck moving defenseman.’  
NHL YOUTH 
Forward: Stamkos, Palat, Johnson, Killorn, Brown, Kucherov, Panik 
Defense: Hedman, Gudas, Barberio 
SYSTEM 
Forward: Drouin, Erne, Paquette, Namestnikov 
Defense: Koekkoek 
Goalie: Vasilevski 
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29.   ANTHONY DEANGELO, D 
 
NOTE: LA can’t wait to have DD mentor and reign in this wildcard. 
 
OPTION B: VLADISLAV KAMENEV, C 
COMMENT: ‘Not afraid of Russians, The Kings could opt to go for a faller in 
Kamenev who likely has a top 20 skillset.’  
NHL YOUTH 
Forward: Toffoli, Clifford 
Defense: Doughty, Voinov 
Goalie: Jones 
SYSTEM 
Forward: Zykov, Pearson, Prokhorkin 
Defense: Forbort 
 

30.   NICK SCHMALTZ, RW 
 
NOTE: NJD wastes no time going USHL again with this re-gift. 
 
OPTION B:  BRENDAN LEMIEUX, LW 
COMMENT: ‘The Devils look for grit and sandpaper, he has bloodlines, and 
they don’t mind the OHL.’ 
NHL YOUTH 
Forward: Henrique  
Defense: Gelinas, Merrill 
SYSTEM 
Forward: Boucher, Matteau, Kujawinski, Johnson 
Defense: Larsson, Santini, Severson 
 
Logos/names listed are properties of their respective leagues, teams, ownership groups and/or 
organizations. 
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2015 TOP 30 PROSPECTS 

 
1. Connor McDavid, LW, 6’0’’ 185 lbs, Erie Otters, OHL 
Report: High octane, rocket fueled, coast to coast star will be ready to flash in 2014. Does he have enough fortitude to fight overscouting? 
 
2. Noah Hanifin, D, 6’2’’ 201 lbs, USNTDP U17, USHL 
Report: Rare, elite puck mover and shutdown defender all in one package. Steep trajectory - performed better at U18 than U17. 
 
3. Mathew Barzal, C, 5’11 172 lbs, Seattle Thunderbirds, WHL 
Report: Sam Reinhart IQ and decision making with better tools. Outperformed projected ’14 1st rounders making them look like benders. 
 
4. Jack Eichel, C, 6’1’’ 190 lbs, USNTDP U18, USHL 
Report: Probably controversial ranking…mega, different talent than McDavid will rise in an instant if he shows he can care to wake up.  
 
5. Pavel Zacha, LW, 6’3’’ 201 lbs, Bili Tygri Liberec, CZECH 
Report: Big, strong, elusive, full package offensively. Has a full men’s league season under belt, and U20 WJC appearance. Kid is for real. 
 
6. Evgeny Svechnikov, LW, 6’2’’ 185 lbs, Bars Kazan, MHL 
Report: May be a bit high, but wow is he a heavy offensive threat every shift. Shouldn’t be that skilled. Rumored QMJHL bound. 
 
7. Mitchell Marner, C, 5’10 163 lbs, London Knights, OHL 
Report: Competitive, shifty, buttery hands melted cocky OHL D all year. Save yourself the Fabbri-wait; raise him now regardless of height.  
 
8. Travis Konecny, RW, 5’10’’ 170 lbs, Ottawa 67’s, OHL 
Report: Explosive in every sense of the word. Exciting, small guy may not be listed size, but no biggie. He will go through you. Great U18. 
 
9. Daniel Sprong, RW, 5’10’’ 161 lbs, Charlottetown Islanders, QMJHL 
Report: Understated gem carried his young team as a rookie. Broke ankles consistently with no help. Huge potential riser. 
 
10. Kyle Connor, C/RW, 6’1’’ 170 lbs, USNTDP U17, USHL 
Report: American sniper rounded out his game in half of a season. Best US player at U18. Unrelenting offensive zone star puts in the work. 
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11. Colin White, C, 6’0 179 lbs, USNTDP U17, USHL 
Report: Landeskog-ish centerman with smarts. Always makes the right play. Went bananas offensively at U17 WHC. 
 
12. Jeremy Roy, D, 6’0’’ 183 lbs, Sherbrooke Phoenix, QMJHL 
Report: Smooth, dissects the play well as a puck mover. Showed well as a rookie and didn’t get beat much considering his forte is offense. 
 
13. Dylan Strome, C, 6’2’’ 179 lbs, Erie Otters, OHL 
Report: Yet another bloodlined Strome. Unfortunately will be red headed step sister to McDavid lovers. Pro skillset that is steadily improving. 
 
14. Robin Kovacs, RW, 6’’’ 163 lbs, AIK J20, SuperElit 
Report: High flying, highly underrated winger. Gears up impressively off the wing. Drops bombs on poor goalies with a heavy release.  
 
15. Oliver Kylington, D, 6’0 181 lbs, Farjestad, SHL 
Report: Blazing defenseman w/ trick type skill and hands. Not as high as others. Defense is a foreign word to him as he looks like a forward. 
 
16. Nikita Korostelev, RW, 6’2’’ 176 lbs, Sarnia Sting, OHL 
Report: True power winger who will dangle around you and snipe just as cleanly. Stood out routinely towards end of year with solo efforts. 
 
17. Nick Merkley, LW, 5’10’’ 176 lbs, Kelowna Rockets, WHL 
Report: Next in line Bennett/Fabbri warrior. Only downside is tiny. Heart and soul winger exploded in the playoffs. 
 
18. Alexander Dergachyov, C, 6’4’’ 201 lbs, SKA, MHL 
Report: Loved this forceful, skilled Russian at the U18. Easily could have gone from 0 to 5+ points on another line. In control and capable. 
 
19. David Kase, LW, 5’10 150 lbs, KLH Chomutov, CZECH U20 
Report: Flaming ball of effort blasted through clutch at U18 with speed and a knack for offensive zone disruption. 
 
20. Lawson Crouse, LW, 6’3’’ 201 lbs, Kingston Frontenacs, OHL 
Report: Potentially too low, but stats aren’t there just yet. Burgeoning physical forward has impressive hands and shot combination. 
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21. Zach Werenski, D, 6’1 201 lbs, USNTDP U17, USHL 
Report: Lost in the Hanifin shuffle. Pinpoint two way guy with size who has a lot room to grow with reliability and untapped potential. 
 
22. Aleksi Saarela, C, 5’10’’ 194 lbs, Lukko U20, Jr. A SM Liiga 
Report: Small forward has elusive quality to him. Already has Liiga experience. Highlight reel one on one ability. 
 
23. Gustav Franzen, C, 5’11’’ 165 lbs, HV-71 J20, SuperElit 
Report: Calculated pivot captained his elders in SuperElit and WJC U18. Plays a strong, unflappable two way game. 
 
24. Jesse Gabrielle, LW, 5’11’’ 201 lbs, Brandon Wheat Kings, WHL 
Report: Rugged, pound the heck out of you guy who shocked opponents with pretty slick hands and a sniper’s trigger. 
 
25. Rasmus Andersson, D, 6’0 214 lbs, Malmo, Allsvenskan 
Report: Manly defender already has been steady playing above his class. Interested to see how much more he can give offensively.  
 
26. Nicolas Roy, C, 6’4’’ 190 lbs, Chicoutimi Sagueneens, QMJHL 
Report: Didn’t report to Cape Breton due to…academics. High IQ, puck distributor. Needs to put down books and improve skating ASAP. 
 
27. Alexandre Carrier, D, 5’10’’ 172 lbs, Gatineau Olympiques, QMJHL 
Report: Could have been the Q’s most anticipated puck mover if not for Roy. Very smart and skilled in his own right. Assistant captain. 
 
28. Jansen Harkins, C, 6’1’’ 170 lbs, Prince George Cougars, WHL 
Report: Big, cerebral, somewhat skilled center is captain material. Shades of Bleackley. Skating could improve as well as high end offense. 
 
29. Blake Speers, C/W, 5’11 161 lbs, Sault Ste. Marie Greyhounds, OHL 
Report: Looked just as electric as Konecny some times (not many). Inconsistent, potentially downgrade due to questionable hockey 
sense. 
 
30. Ryan Pilon, D, 6’2’’ 209 lbs, Brandon Wheat Kings, WHL 
Report: Skillset marred by questionable decision to leave Lethbridge mid season. Could be a bit more dynamic in facets. 
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Dear DraftBuzz subscribers,  
 
 

ABOUT DRAFTBUZZ HOCKEY 
 

Anthony Mauro is an independent hockey scout and founder of www.draftbuzzhockey.com, which is an online hockey 
site designed to offer hockey fans up to date NHL Draft rankings on the current hockey draft year as well as information 
on prospective talent for future drafts.  
 
Combining experience with a major hockey scouting publication in scouting, writing, and editing, Anthony has released 
an inaugural, 2014 DraftBuzz NHL Draft Guide. This content is indicative of a unique perspective formed from many 
hours of live and isolated video scouting of the draft’s prospects combined with Anthony’s own scouting rubric for what 
he thinks it takes to become an impact player at the NHL level. 
 
DraftBuzz Hockey and Anthony hope you enjoy reading through this guide, and wish all the draft eligibles the best of 
luck on their hockey journeys. 
 
Photo credits go to () Sam Bennett – Kingstonthisweek.com; () Nikolaj Ehlers – Halifaxmooseheads.ca; ()Michael Dal Colle 
– CHL Images; Sam Reinhart – Liam Richards, the StarPhoenix. 
 
 

 
Sincerely,    

Anthony Mauro  
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